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Editorial
As all of you are aware, there has been some
irregularity and turbulence with regard to the
scheduling and publication of the recent journals.
We now hope, with the issue of BJRP number 83,
that we will maintain the continuity of future
journals. That means, two journals a year, at more
or less, six monthly intervals.
I would like to take this opportunity to give you all
an insight in to what we are, and are planning to
do.
BSRP has formed an editorial board whose
responsibilities are all matters appertaining to the
journal. The Board consists of my BSRP
colleagues, Jack Moyes, Bill Stoten, Dennis Page,
Terry Page and myself, as Chairman of that Board.
We are quite fortunate in that we all have differing
skills from each other, and each person on the
Board fulfils a role towards the production of the
journal, from proof reading and article content,
through to computerised formatting of the journal.
The printer has basically only to insert the disk,
press the button, and produce the pages for binding
together, or print from ‘hard copy’ of the disk. The
work of formatting the journal by computer is
executed by Dennis Page and Bill Stoten, we call
them the ‘Scanners & Down Loaders’. Their joint
efforts, valuable time, and occasional ‘eye
screwing’ added to some advertising revenue,
enable us to make a saving on the normal
production costs that would be incurred by a
printer, at the same time, affording you, the
readers and members, the addition of colour
illustrations. There is of course a lot of
administration involved in producing the journal,
negotiation with printers, ‘pasting up’ of final copy
for the journal’s production. Added to the fact that
all articles and inclusions have to be read for their
authenticity and philatelic content relating to the
subject in question. If we are unsure about a
particular subject, one of us usually knows ‘a man
who is’. The journal is quite a task for one person,
as was the case in previous years, but easier in
most respects now, now that we have a team and
one person is not alone. Having said that of course,
when there is more than one person involved, there
can be disagreements. But that is life, more
‘cooks’, more input, more ideas. However, I feel
confident that ‘our’ team effort will benefit all of
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our members. In particular, we hold ‘editorial’
meetings at various stages of the journal’s
production, in order to plan each stage forward.
Our aim for the future is that each journal will
have four pages of colour illustrations to enhance
the flavour of the article or articles written, thus
giving more enjoyment to the reader, but more
importantly, allowing the subjects illustrated to be
shown in their ‘full glory’.
Those members who write or provide articles for
publication in the journal, for which we are and
always will be extremely grateful, are welcome to
provide their illustrations in colour for the editorial
boards consideration of their reproduction in
colour in future journals.
As you will have no doubt gathered by now, the
BJRP is now a ‘Team Effort’ and has so far
‘worked well’ as such, and will continue to do so
in the future. As Alexander Dumas once wrote
regarding the ‘Three Musketeers’, (although we
are five) ‘One for All and All for One’, meaning
BJRP of course.
With the content of the journal being made up of
articles relating to philatelic study, comments and
reviews, there will also be some additions. We are
re-introducing the ‘Used abroad chronicle’ and this
will be directed and written by Bill Stoten who is
very keen to make it a success. ‘Watch for his
space’. We will be introducing a ‘questions’
column for members who are ‘searching’ for an
answer or explanation on a philatelic matter or
subject. We will assist by printing their request,
within reason. We have decided, as already
mentioned earlier, to accept a limited amount of
advertising for the purposes already explained. If
you have any ideas of your own for the journal, or
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I
welcome, on behalf of the editorial committee,
any questions, comments, criticism, articles for
inclusion or advertising requests.
Long live BJRP

Lenard Tiller
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St. Petersburg City Police Revenues
J.G. Moyes
The 1915 Forbin catalogue listing of these issues is
rudimentary and needs updating. This article
attempts to do so and also explain their use.
The stamps were added to passports and sometimes
to other documents. Critically there were ten stamps
in each series but some values were dropped in later
series.
One issue causes confusion. It is inscribed “Duma”
and Forbin says it was issued in 1865. Forbin also
gives 1865 for the series which is inscribed
“Uprava”. As far as I can establish, both series were
used for exactly the same purpose. The former is
much scarcer and I cannot record its use beyond the
late 1870's and then only as a bisect when certain
stamps were clearly being used up. Neither of these
series includes the word “police” in the inscription
although it was the police who used them. I suspect
the wording is not significant and that the “Duma”
series precedes the “Uprava” as a separate issue,
and they were not in concurrent use. If anyone can
destroy this theory then please do so as this is a
dilemma that has puzzled me for many years. I list
the “Duma” set as the second issue.
The fees paid via these stamps were as follows:
1k. Notes from the police or the Address
Bureau.
2k. Receipts for police fees or Residence tax
and Hospital Tax.
5k. Postal notice from the police or Address
Bureau (Povestka).
10k. Visa for departure for address inside Russia.
25k. Visa for departure for address outside
Russia (plus 75k. State Tax originally).
The following fees were based on status:
A)

B)
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C)

Receipts of money coming through the
police from previous residence
Merchant class
10k.
5k.
Petit Bourgeois
Rest
3k.

1860 Inscribed St. Petersburg Police
(see figure 1)
25 x 25mm.
Typo.
No Wmk.
Imperf.
1)

On thin to medium paper

1
1a
1b
2
2a
2b
3
3a
3b
4
4a
4b
5
5a
5b
6
7
7a
8
9
10
10a

1k. Black
Deep grey-black
Light grey-black (rare)
2k. Brown
Dark brown
Yellow-brown
3k. Green
Dark green
Grey-green
5k. Blue
Dark blue
Light blue
10k. Carmine
Deep carmine
Rose
15k. not known on this paper
20k. Black
Deep grey-black
25k. Claret
30k. Black on pale lilac paper
40k. Grey-green
Deep grey-green

Visa on arrival from St. Petersburg Gubernia
Merchant class
30k.
Petit Bourgeois
15k.
Rest
3k.

The shades given are to be seen as groupings of
colour; variations are numerous.

Visa on arrival from another Gubernia
Merchant class
40k.
Petit Bourgeois
20k.
Rest
3k.

1A 1k. Black
2A 2k. Yellow-brown
3A 3k. Grey-green
3Aa
Light green
4A
5k. Blue

2)

On thick paper
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4Aa
4Ab
5A
6A
6Aa
7A
8A
9A
10A

Dark blue
Light blue
10k. Rose
15k. Black on brown-yellow paper
Sepia on brown-yellow paper
20k. Black
25k. Claret
30k. Black on pale lilac paper
40k. Grey-green

3)

On thick surfaced paper

These all seem very scarce
2B 2k. Dark brown
3B 3k. Green
4B 5k. Blue
5B 10k. Carmine
8B 25k. Violet
It is possible other values exist on surfaced paper.

Figure 1. Stamps inscribed St. Petersburg police

1865 Inscribed St. Petersburg Duma
(see figure 2)

19
20

26½-27 x 31 mm.
Typo.
No Wmk.
Imperf.

Oleg Faberge drew attention in Rossica 74 to bisects
of St. Petersburg police stamps, but did not give a
period of use. From my collection I limit the use to
1876-83 but as the majority of items are not dated
this may not be precise.

11
12
13
14
15
15a
16
17
18

1k. Black
2k. Brown
3k. Green
5k. Blue
10k. Carmine
Rose
15k. Black and orange
20k. Black and green
25k. Claret

30k. Black and blue
40k. Black and carmine

A good number of these bisects have survived so the
usage must have been widespread with the intention,
presumably, of using up values no longer required.
The Duma issue is not at all common bisected
compared with the Uprava series, but if this had
already been superseded by the Uprava stamps that
is understandable. An example of the 30k. bisected
for use at 15k. is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 2. Stamps inscribed St. Petersburg Duma
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Figure 3. Bisect of St. Petersburg Duma stamp

1865 (Forbin)
Inscribed St. Petersburg Uprava
(see figure 4)
As said earlier, I suspect that this series was issued
after the Duma set, but the absence of early dated
copies precludes a guess at a date of issue.
26½-27 x 31 mm.
Typo
No Wmk.
Imperf.
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21
21a
22
22a
22b
23
24
24a
24b
25
25a
25b
26
26a
26b
27
27a
27b
28
28a
28b
29
29a
29b
30
30a
30b

1k. Black
Grey-black
2k. Brown
Light brown
Dark brown
3k. Green
5k. Blue
Light blue
Dark blue
10k. Carmine
Deep carmine
Deep rose
15k. Black and orange
Black and pale orange
Black and orange yellow
20k. Black and green
Black and dark green
Black and grey-green
25k. Claret
Pale claret
Deep claret
30k. Black and blue
Black and deep blue
Black and deep grey-blue
40k. Red and carmine
Rose-red and black
Dark carmine and black

The above shades are only groupings; there are
many variations in colour.
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Figure 4. Stamps inscribed St. Petersburg Uprava
The sheet size is unknown for any St. Petersburg
police stamp but I can show a large block of the 5k.
from the Uprava series which illustrates a feature of
that stamp's sheet. It is a block of twenty consisting
of two rows of seven clichés plus a row of six with a

blank at the right that has the inscription “Price 1r.”
There must have been a series of such blocks
through the sheet presumably with gutters between
them. See figure 5

Figure 5. Block of 20 from the Uprava series (reduced to 70%)
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The bisects mentioned before are not uncommon on
the Uprava issue. They can be found cut from corner
to corner, and cut horizontally or vertically through
the centres. Sometimes two bisects were used
together, placed so as to form a stamp shape.
Figure 6 shows a 2k. plus a bisected 2k. for a 3k.
rate used on a piece from a conscript's passport (in
violet).
Figure 7 shows a 10k. plus a bisected 20k. for a 15k.
rate.
Figure 8 shows a 20k. plus a bisected 20k. for a 30k.
rate.

Figure 9 shows a 10k. Duma issue plus a bisected
40k. Uprava stamp for a 30k. rate.
Figure 10 shows double bisects of a 10k. and a 20k.
for a 15k. rate with the stamps placed together.
Figure 11 shows a 5k. and a 25k. bisected and
placed together for a 15k. rate.
Figure 12 shows bisects of the 20k. and 40k. for a
30k. rate placed together to form a unit.
The quality of printing on these stamps is, as one
would expect from the State Printing Works. Mis
alignment on the bi-coloured issues is very unusual.
I am only able to show one example, which is a 15k.
shown at figure 13

~

II

~~:
I ',

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
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Figure 9

8

l

Figure 10

Figure 11
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Figure 13

Figure 12
Some of these values were perforated to form the
next series. Forbin does not offer a date. An
unpublished typescript by V.B. Safroneev (Kiev
1967) suggests the perforated issues first appeared in
1883. My range of dated bisects goes up to 1863 and
I would like to think that this indicates Safroneev is
correct, but unfortunately I cannot record any of the
perforated stamps before the late 1880's.
For the next series I use Safroneev's date tentatively.
Obviously the supply of imperforate stamps would
have been used up by the police stations which held
them. The latest use I have of this is a 20k. used in
1889.

values were issued does have some significance but
I prefer not to speculate.
Reducing the values to five does not mean that the
fees were reduced to just five levels. The 1k. fee
possibly disappeared but the 2k. did not. The
adhesive was replaced by a form. I can confirm 10k.
and 20k. rates at later dates and also the 2k. These
rates were made up by combinations of 5k. and 15k.
stamps.

1883? As last but perforated
1) Perf. 13.3
31A
31Aa
31Ab
32A
32Aa
33A
33Aa
33Ab
34A
34Aa
35A
35Aa

3k. Green
Light green
Dark green
5k. Blue
Dark blue
15k. Black and orange-yellow (1880's)
Black and yellow-orange (1890's)
Black and orange (c. 1910)
30k. Black and blue
Black and dark blue
40k. Black and rose red
Black and carmine

Specimen books produced at the State Printing
Works in the mid-1880's include the 1k., 2k., 3k.,
5k., 10k., 15k., 20k., 30k. and 40k. with this
perforation. See figure 14 for “Specimen” in French
in blue and figure 15 for “Obrazets” in Russian in
black. The absence of the 25k. suggests this value
had already been withdrawn. I suspect that the
presence of nine values in the books when only five
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Figure 14

Figure 15
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2) Perf. 11.3
31B 3k. Green
31Ba
Dark green
32B 5k. Blue
33B 15k. Black and orange-yellow
34B 30k. Black and blue
35B 40k. Black and red (recorded by Safroneev
but I have never seen it nor know of anyone with a
copy.)

These forms are uncommon and the list below is
only tentative, based on the few examples known to
me.
Text in black. Impressed stamp in colour.
1
2

Date 18-- Stamp pale blue on white paper.
See figure 16.
Date 189- Stamp slate-blue on white paper.

The rest are in smaller format.
I can only record the perf. 11.3 stamps used within
the narrow band of 1890-2, but more material is
needed before a date of use can be suggested.

3
4

It was mentioned earlier that the 2k. value was
replaced by a printed form with an impressed stamp.

..
M

• •

•

'

•

•

•

Date 189- Stamp red on pale green paper.
See figure 17.
Date 19-- Stamp in red on green paper,
otherwise as last.

,
n-

•• •

.. .

, -• >

-

•

Figure 16. Impressed stamp on form
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Figure 17. Smaller format impressed stamp on form
Finally, there is a series of stamps issued c. 1915
with the name change from St. Petersburg to
Petrograd. I have a number of photo-passports with
these and it seems the 5k. visa was changed in 1915
thus possibly other fees were too. More material is
needed before any comment can be made. (See
figure 18)

1915 Stamps inscribed Petrograd
Typo.
Perf. 13.3.
No Wmk.
36
37
38

3k. Green
5k. Dark blue
15k. Black and orange

Figure 18. Stamps inscribed Petrograd
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Russian ship mail - the early 19th century
M. Dobin, St Petersburg
Peter I in 1724 established sea mail
communication between St Petersburg and
Germany. The two Russian frigates “Saint
George” and “Prince Alexander” sailing between
Kronshtadt and Lübeck in 5 days were used as
mail ships. Later, in 1827, there began a regular
conveyance of correspondence by the steamer
“George IV”. It plied between St Petersburg and
London from May to August. All items of mail
had to be registered at the post office before being
taken on board. Thus the mail on board was never
postmarked there.

Lübeck and Riga, and also between Libava and
Lübeck.
On 8 August 1830, the regulations of the “Stock
societies for establishing a regular communication
between St Petersburg and Lübeck by ships” were
approved. These regulations covered, in particular,
the following:
16.

In August 1827 certain rules and regulations for
ship mail were accepted. According to these rules:
1.

2.

“As soon as the ship arrives at a port, a
special customs official is to be sent there.
He should postmark all the letters and
deliver them then to the post office” ...
“and the post office enters these letters in
special books with a note that they were
delivered by steamer, and after this the
post office delivers them to the recipients,
taking payment for the benefit of the post
office.”
“If the captain, his subordinates or
passengers leaving St Petersburg desire to
take letters to deliver them to England or to
some other country, those letters should be
registered at the post office where they are
entered in a special book and are
postmarked, and a special mark indicating
that they are to be delivered by ship is to be
put on them. After this the letters are to be
returned to the ship, and the customs
official is responsible that no one on board
should have any letters without
postmarks.” (The Law-book of the Post
Office, Vol. IV, pp. 471-472).

In 1830, the Shipping Company of Riga accepted
“Regulations” on the conveyance of
correspondence, which also had to be registered
on dry land. Those “Regulations” were meant for
ships plying between Riga and Mitava, between

12

“This society undertakes the obligation to
come to an agreement with the post offices
of both countries, Russia and Prussia, that
mail from Russia or to Russia will be taken
by ships each time for a reasonable
payment and will be delivered to the post
offices in the shortest period of time”.
(The Law-book of the Post Office, Vol.
IV, p. 322)

The conveyance of mail was carried out by the
steamers: “Naslednik”, “Alexandra”, and
“Nikolai I” between St Petersburg and Lübeck
until 1839.
In circulating directions to the post office based on
the “Ukase to Government Senate of 22 October
1830 concerning arrangement of Post office”,
Chapter VIII “On taxing the letters delivered by
ships” reads:
§ 195. “All letters delivered by ships should be
collected and given to ship inspectors.
§ 196.

These letters are charged at half the normal
rate. They are to be postmarked.

§ 198.

Letters addressed to the port the ship
arrived at should be delivered by postmen,
and those going further should be
forwarded via the post office.

§ 201. A uniform postage rate is established for
mail sent from Russia by ships. These
letters should be presented at the post
office and after the proper postage rate has
been paid, they are postmarked.
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§203. Ship inspectors are responsible that no one
on board should have letters without
postmarks.
§205. To control these regulations a special
postal officer should be at the St
Petersburg port.”
From the early 1830s, in order to encourage trade,
there was established an additional mail
conveyance between St Petersburg and Kronshtadt.
The “Review of the State’s management of social
accomplishments in 1831” stated the following:
“For commercial relations between Kronshtadt and
St Petersburg to be successful, at the request of
exchange merchants, the acceptance of letters was
organised at the harbours for the Berd steamers
which took these letters and started with them
twice a day from Kronshtadt to St. Petersburg,
irrespective of the regular mail delivered via
Oranienbaum. A postman accompanied this mail.
(St Petersburg, 1834, Home Office)
The postal administration constantly took care of a
faster delivery of correspondence, especially letters
sent abroad. The newspaper “Severn aya Pchela”
of 24 March 1841 informed readers that it was
only correspondence to Lübeck, Hamburg and via
Hamburg to Great Britain that would be dispatched
by steamers plying between St Petersburg and
Lübeck because due to a faster delivery of the
extra mail to Berlin it became more expedient to
dispatch correspondence to Berlin by land. On 12
March 1844 the same newspaper wrote that
ordinary correspondence to Revel, Pernov,
Helsingfors, Abo and Stockholm would be
conveyed by the Abo Steamer Society from 12
May until 6 October.
According to the agreement between Russia and
Prussia of 1843, regular sea communication was
established between St Petersburg (Kronshtadt)
and Stettin (Svinemyunde) by postal steamers: the
Russian steamer “Vladimir” and the Prussian
steamer “Nikolai I”. In the “Conditions for ship
mail between St Petersburg and Stettin” published
in the “St Petersburg News” on 29 February 1844
it was mentioned that the sea mail communication
between these cities would begin in 1844 on the
opening of the navigation season. The steamers
were to leave in both directions once a week. If
possible, the steamers were to reach St Petersburg
and Stettin. In 1844 - 1856 the steamers

I

“Prussische Adler” and “Vladimir” were sailing on
the Stettin - Kronshtadt route.
In the “St Petersburg News” of 4 May 1844, the
Postal Board informed the readers that ordinary
letters to Prussia and to other countries would be
dispatched by steamers of the St. Petersburg Lübeck Steamship Company to Lübeck and
Stettin, and the letters should have a mark on the
address that they would be dispatched by ship.
Both paid and unpaid letters would be accepted.
The same newspaper said that correspondence
addressed to Denmark, Great Britain and Ireland,
North and South America, France, the French
Colonies and Algeria would be delivered by
French and British steamers during the navigation
period, apart from the regular mail dispatch. The
letters should be post-paid to the destination and in
the address should be an inscription: “To be sent
by ship”. The payment for such letters should be
half the normal rate.
From 20 June 1851, correspondence began to be
conveyed between St. Petersburg and Kiel by the
steamer “Mercury”.
Postal communication between St. Petersburg and
the suburbs continued to develop. During the
1852 navigation season, ordinary correspondence
was also conveyed by Vushinski's ship plying
between the capital and Shlisselburg, Novaya
Ladoga, Serdobol, and the Konevetsky and
Valaamsky Abbeys irrespective of the regular mail
dispatch.
On 12 July 1852, the newspaper
“Severnaya Pchela” wrote that beginning from 16
July the river steamer “Petersburg” would start out
daily, except Tuesday and Saturday, from St.
Petersburg, and that letters in postmarked
envelopes would be dispatched by it. The letters
could be dropped into a special letterbox placed
for this purpose on board. In the same newspaper
in 1855 one could read information from the postal
department about the installation of letter boxes on
steamers as follows: the “Victoria” sailing
between St Petersburg, Revel and Helsingfors; the
“Fürst Menshikov” sailing between St Petersburg,
Revel and Helsingfors; the steamers of the
“Mediator” co-operative plying between St
Petersburg, Riga and Hapsal. And on 2 July 1858
the “Severnaya Pchela” wrote: “For making postal
relations with Sweden easier by the steamers that
maintain a direct connection between St
Petersburg and Stockholm, special letter boxes for
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ordinary unpaid letters, sent to Stockholm from
St Petersburg and vice versa, have been •
installed”.

,

•·

On many letters sent by ships there were hand
made postmarks in French, English, and
German: “to send by ship”, “by ship from” and
“by ship”. The marks “By ship from Lübeck”
are met most frequently, “By ship from Stettin”
and others are met less often. For managing ship
mail, a special post office under the supervision
of the St Petersburg postal director's office was
established in 1845. It existed until 1863.
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Mail and passenger communication between
Odessa and Constantinople, as well as between
the Russian ports on the Black Sea were carried
out in 1833-1854 by private and state shipping
companies.
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Besides the items in his collection there are transit
postmarks “КРОНШТАДТ / ПАРАХ. STΕAMR /
(Figures 2 and 3) on letters sent in 1834 and 184l
by the ships “Nikolai I” and “Jupiter”. The same
postmark on a letter sent to London from St.
Petersburg, addressed to Huth & Company was
published in the “British Journal of Russian
Philately” No. 41, 1967. The postmark
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Ship postmarks of the pre-adhesive period
The earliest of the known Russian ship
postmarks is a St Petersburg mark inscribed “С.
ПЕТЕРБУРГ./ПАРОХ./ОКТЯБР 2 1835”. It
was put on a letter sent from St. Petersburg to
..
England, which is now kept in the Russian State
Historical Archive. A letter with the same
postmarks sent on the same day to Brussels is in
the collection of Dr. Raymond Casey in England
(Figure 1)
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Figure 1

“GRAVESEND / SHIP LETTER” for the receipt of
the letter in London was also on the letter along
with “Sirius” in manuscript.

XPO HmT AAT
fUPAX. STEAMII.
9 OK.TJI 1837

Figure 2 (left)
Figure 3 (below)
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In the collection of Dr. Casey there is also a letter
with the postmark “КРОНШТАДТ / ПАРАХ.
STΕAMΕR КРОНШТАДТ / ПАРАХ STAMR /
27 ОКТЯ 1841”, differing from the previous ones
by the words “КРОНШТАТ” (spelled without the
letter ‘Д’ and “STEAMR” (without the ‘E’). The
last letter in the word ЌРОНШТАТ is indistinct but
is assumed to be a ‘Т' rather than a 'Д' (Figures
4,5). This letter was sent to Hull, England.

.
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kPOHWTAT
nAPAX .STAMII.
27 Ot< T R 181,1
Figure 4
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Figure 5

Kronshtadt’s transit postmark – “КРОНШТАДТ /
ПАРАХОДЪ /” (figure 6) is known on letters from
London to St. Petersburg sent in 1843 - 1846.
They are now kept in the archives of the Russian
Academy of Sciences (St Petersburg). Receiving
marks are found on these letters (see figure 7)
The same postmark is on a letter sent on 27 July
1847 from St. Petersburg to America via Lübeck
and Liverpool. (The collection of Dr. R. Casey).

in the Manuscript Department of the Russian
Literature Institute of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (Pushkin's House).

KPOH.W ~AA!'b
f9

These postmarks of Kronshtadt as a rule were put
on letters only if a dispatch postmark was absent.
The ship postmarks of Odessa and Constantinople
with the text in French appear on letters now kept
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The postmarks “ODESSA/PAR PYROSCAPHE”
and “PAR PYROSCAPHE” in ovals (figures 8 and
9) are on letters from Odessa and Constantinople of

1834-1838. One of these letters is shown in
figure 10.

l),rosca

Figure 9

Figure 8

The Constantinople postmark “CONSTANTINOPLE/PAR PYROSCAPHE” (figure 11) was put
on a letter sent from Constantinople to Odessa in
September 1842. On this letter (figure 12) there is
also a postmark of the Odessa quarantine station.
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The author is grateful to Dr. Casey for giving him
the opportunity to publish letters from his
collection.
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Foreign Postage Rates, the two changes from
1-4-1922 to 30-6-1922
J. L. Whiteside
The query on an internal item of May 1922, in the
article by Leonard Tann on p.30 of BJRP 82, has
inspired me to examine my collection and literature
references on the foreign mail rates of this
fascinating three month period. For simplicity, I
am considering only the single letter rate (up to
20g.) and the registration fee.
I have five references to Postal Rates, which are:
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

by Karlinskii, in Rossica, 1967/68.
in the catalogue of the Cercle
Philatelique France-U.R.S.S., of
1969.
by Fedotowsky, pub. in Rossica,
circa 1980.
by Karlinskii, pub. in BJRP,
1983.
by Epstein, pub. in Pochta,
1993.

In this period, these references differ, as they
do at other times in the inflation era, so the
collector is faced with some problems in
trying to assess a best reflection of what the
real picture might be. I must state at the outset,
that, at the period being examined, reference
e) is very worrying indeed. It is stated that the
dates published are the dates in official organs.
It is assumed that these are the dates on which
changes start. It seems that, in this time at least,
this is just not so, the new rates starting one or two
weeks later.
The first rates change that starts this period is that
of lst April 1922. References a) to d) all quote this
date, stating that the letter rate and registration fee
rose from 15,000 roubles each to 30,000 roubles
each (figure 1). But reference e) quotes the
commencement date as l7th March. I have to doubt
this, as I have items of 20th, 25th, 27th, 28th and
3lst March all paid at the 15,000 r. rate or pro rata.
This rate lasted, I believe, for the whole of April
and new rates probably began on lst.May 1922.
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The references differ, a) and b) quoting 30th.April,
c) and d) quoting lst June and e) quoting 24th
April. Cover evidence is not absolutely conclusive,
but c) and d) have to be wrong, as I have 8 covers
at the new rates dated from 2nd to l9th May. My
final covers at the April rates are two dated 27th
April, and thus I think the date of 24th April listed
in reference e) is a week too early. References a)
and b) list 30th April, but this was a Sunday and it
is surely to be expected that the change occurred
on Monday, lst May.

Figure 1.
12 April 1922. Letter, MOSCOW to PARIS.
30,000 roubles rate for a foreign letter,
1st April 1922 to 30th April 1922.
3 x 10,000 roubles, blue
(Only 10,000 printed).
The rates rose sharply from 30,000 roubles each,
postage and registration fee, to 200,000 roubles
each. On lst May, or possibly a few days
previously, two important things happened. The
money was increasingly expressed in 1922
roubles, which were each 10,000 old roubles and
Tsarist stamps were now sold at their numerical
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face value in 1922-roubles. Authorised values were
from 1 to 14 kopecks and 1 r., 5 r., 7 r., and 10 r.
The higher kopeck values from 15 k., upwards
were never authorised for use in this way, but are
occasionally found.

My first cover bearing Tsarist stamps used thus is
of 6th May, from Petrograd to Wentspils in Latvia,
with the 200,000 roubles, or 20 1922-roubles letter
rate, paid by 12 x 10,000 r. on 40 r., and 4 x 2 k.,
green, perforated (figure 2).

Figure 2
6th May 1922, Letter, PETROGRAD to WENTSPILS, Latvia.
200,000 roubles, or 20 1922-roubles for a foreign letter, 1st May 1922 to 30th June 1922.
12 x 10,000r. on 40r.,plus 4 x Tsarist 2 kop., sold at numerical face value.
(The earliest such use yet seen).
From then onwards, the use of Tsarist stamps
becomes more frequent (figure 3). From July until
the beginning of November 1922, when stamps in
1922-roubles began to appear, they are virtually
the only stamps in use.
These rates lasted through May and June 1922,
being raised, I feel, on lst July, from 20 1922roubles each postage and registration, to 45 1922roubles each. Again, the references are conflicting,
reference a) quoting 1st August, refs. b), c) and d)
quoting lst July and ref. e) quoting l7th June. Once
again, I do feel this last must be ignored, as I have

covers of 23rd, 24th, 26th and 30th June paid at the
May rates or pro rata.
A curious cover of 9th May 1922, from Petrograd
to Berlin is illustrated (figure 4). It bears Tsarist
stamps, a 2 kop., perf, and 6 x 3 kop., imperf., so
correctly paying the 20 1922-rouble letter rate, but
on arrival at Berlin, the Germans have not accepted
them as a legitimate usage and they have been
outlined in blue crayon. There is a violet oval Porto
handstamp and a charge of 800 pfennig, double the
then German foreign letter rate of 4 marks.
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Figure 3
26 June 1922, NIZHNI NOVGOROD to RIGA.
200,000 roubles or 20 1922-roubles rate for a foreign letter (up to 20g.), 1 May 1922 to 30 June 1922
Tsarist stamps sold at numerical face value in 1922-roubles,
6 x 1 rouble, 2 x 7 roubles with varnish lines horizontal.

Figure 4
9 May 1922. PETROGRAD to BERLIN. 200,000 roubles or 20 1922-roubles, for a foreign letter.
Tarist stamps sold at numerical face value in 1922-roubles, 2 kop., perf, 6 x 3 kop., imperf.
Not accepted in Berlin (presumably the authorities there were not aware of the new conditions of use)
Outlined in blue crayon as invalid and 800 pfennig postage due levied (double the current 4 marks foreign
rate).
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References c) and d), which quote the change of
rate of lst May as lst June, also give a rate change
of 20th May as 50,000 roubles each, postage and
registration. As I hope is demonstrated above, this
has to be a fiction.
However, in the second half of April, there is a
very odd anomaly in the postage rates. On l5th
April, all sources agree that the inland postage
rates were raised to 50,000 roubles postage and
100,000 roubles registration. But until the end of
the month, the foreign rates remained lower, at

30,000 roubles each postage and registration.
A cover of 27th April, from Gomel to Harrogate is
illustrated (figure 5). The letter rate paid is not the
30,000 roubles rate for a letter, but 50,000 roubles.
There are 6 x 7,500 r., plus a 200 r. and a 300 r.,
which, during April, were sold at ten times face, so
at 2,000 and 3,000 r., respectively. It has been
suggested to me, almost certainly rightly, that
confusion arose since the inland rate was higher, so
the inland rate has been charged for this letter to be
on the safe side!

Figure 5
27 April 1922.GOMEL to HARROGATE. Letter paid at 50,000 roubles instead of the 30,000 roubles
foreign rate.
6 x 7,500 roubles, plus 200 and 300 roubles, each sold during April at ten times face value.
From 15 April, the Inland rate of 50,000 roubles was higher than the foreign rate of 30,000 roubles.
Perhaps the postal clerk thought that he should charge the higher rate just to be on the safe side!

This little article illustrates, I hope, something of
the problems of collecting and attempting to

explain covers of the inflation period and may
indicate why I personally find it so fascinating.
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Imperial Bisects – Finds from Faberge and a
coincidence at Croydon
Marcus A. Sherwood-Jenkins
One of the benefits of my work as an international
management consultant is that, on occasion
business can be combined with pleasure and I am
able to attend auctions or fairs in foreign lands.
Whilst this is no consolation for the separation
from my loving wife it does offer the opportunity
for some cerebral relaxation and the occasional
surprise find.
Such an occasion was the Faberge auction at
Corinphila in Zurich last year. Whilst spending an
entire day viewing and learning from as many
items as possible I found two very interesting and
related lots.
The first of these was “1917 registered envelope
bearing 1912 5k. (2) and 1917 10k. on 7k. singles
(3) with one stamp diagonally bisected, cancelled
by Topalskoe c.d.s. 22.9.17” (lot number 8373)
which attracted quite some attention selling for 320
CHF against an estimate of 150 CHF.
The second lot was a small collection of postally
used fiscals and savings bank stamps, quite a
number on cover. These however are not the
subjects of this article, tucked away on the back
page were, not one, but four Imperial bisects all
cancelled with the similar “Topalskoe Tver”

Figure 1a (x2)
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postmarks of 1917/18.I was fortunate enough to
obtain this lot but have been less successful in my
research since.
The stamps are:
Figure 1a
2k. green bisected diagonally, overprinted 1k. in
black with a Topalskoe cancellation 8.4.18.
Figure 1b
10k. blue, bisected vertically, overprinted 5k. in
black with a Topalskoe cancellation 31.5.17.
Figure 1c
20k. blue and red, bisected vertically, overprinted
10k. in black, postmarked Topalskoe 8.4.18.
Figure 1d
20k. blue and red, bisected diagonally, overprinted
in black with a 31.5.17 postmark of Topalskoe.
Dr Ceresa has examined these items and has
confirmed that the postmarks are applied over the
surcharge but has so far been unable to add
anything else although still searching. Mr
Werbitsky of Rossica who has made studies of
Zemstvo bisects was also unable to add anything. I
have also consulted with a number of other
philatelists and none has so far been able to offer
comment.

Figure 1b (x2)
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Figure 1c(x2)

Figure 1d(x2)

Imagine my surprise therefore, when attending a
stamp fair at Croydon I discovered another bisect.
This 5k. bisect was tucked away amongst the stock
of Stephan Kosky and unlike the others was

cancelled with British Army Field Post Office
(D.48) postmark dated 1915. In addition the piece
it was on also bore a triangular “Passed by censor
No.1156” in red alongside. (Figure 2).

Figure 2

So, now we have six known bisects that can be summarised as follows:
Date

Original value

Overprint value

Location used at

State

1915

5k. purple

-

BFPO D.48

On piece

31.5.17

10k. blue

5k.

Topalskoe,Tver

"

20k. blue/red

10k.

"

"

22.9.17
8.4.18
8.4.18

7k.
2k. green
20k. blue/red

10k.
1k.
10k.

"
"
"

"
"
"
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on piece
on piece
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There are therefore a number of questions to be
answered:

Most “philatelic” pieces/covers comprise a number
of stamps and are often over-franked.

Are they philatelic or genuine postal bisects?

I would conclude therefore that at present it cannot
be determined whether this is genuine or
“philatelic” item.

If they are genuine postal bisects,
what was the period of use?
how widespread was use?
what were the circumstances of use?
I have some thoughts on these questions and offer
them below.
The BFPO cancellation
There are several points that can be made
regarding this.
Whilst active service mail is often without stamps
due to concessions mail can often be found with
stamps, this is particularly true of small
detachments serving alongside foreign allies. This
often arises where military items are consigned to
the host countries mail service and/or there is
ignorance amongst Post office staff of the
concessions. (Modern day Russia, whilst not in a
war situation is a case in point – rules and
regulations are interpreted differently in different
regions and even from post office to post office).

The Topalskoe items
It is difficult for me to comment on the
genuineness of these, they bear three date sets
almost one year apart and could well be a local
solution to shortages of particular values of stamps
caused by wartime/revolutionary conditions.
Circumstantial evidence of this might be found if
Zemstvos of the region are known bisected – the
practice would then be one of logical extension.
It is also possible of course that they are
“philatelicaly” inspired and that the common dates
result from a restricted format canceller being
available.
Whatever the outcome of my continuing research
into these items they provide an interesting
diversion from the normal run of things. They also
illustrate that there is much still to be found and
documented in Russian philately.
If any readers have information or comments I
would be glad to hear from them.

Few of the First World War “philatelic” covers I
have seen have the additional censor stamp.

List of Post Offices in the Russian Empire
Anatoly Kiryushin and Philip Robinson have
produced the above list in the form of a CD-ROM.
The 350-page list, which has taken 15 years to
compile from the official post office lists, the PostTelegraph Journal and other sources, details all
post offices in the Russian Empire up to 1918. It is
in Russian alphabetical order and the column
format contains the relevant information pertaining
to each office, with an identification number, post
office name, gub./uezd/okrug, type of office, dates
etc. The list, which details all types of postal
establishments which were issued with postmarks
is probably the most detailed list of Imperial
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Russian post offices that has ever been made
available to the postal historian.
The CD includes copies of the list in both MS
Word and Adobe Acrobat formats, and costs £18
or $30 post-free. For non-computer users a printed
version is available at the same price.
Those wishing more information can make contact
with Mr Philip E. Robinson FRPSL, 2 Rydalhurst
Avenue, Sheffield, S6 4B0, by post, or by e-mail at:
probin39l@aol.com
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The Postmarks of Russian Turkestan
Bill Stoten
Unlike Siberia, Ukraine, St. Petersburg or even
Russia used abroad, there is a dearth of literature
on the postmarks of Turkestan and Transcaspia.
One issue of the BSRP (38) was dedicated to this
topic, but even so only managed to describe only a
handful of material. The area of interest for this
article includes the region east of the Caspian to
China and south of the Urals, to the borders with
Persia and Afghanistan. The regions or districts
are known as Syr-Darya, Zakaspia, Samarkand,
and Ferghana and includes the Khanates of
Bukhara and Khiva, Tashkent and Samarkand,
probably the most well known cities of Turkestan
were only won from the Bukharan and Ferghanan
Khanates during the late 1860's and it was not
until the 1870's that regular Russian postal
services began. There are no records of postal
services in the area prior to Russian occupation
and settlement in the 1870's.
During the late 1870's the Trans-Caspian railway
project was started which intended to link the
Caspian through to the Trans-Siberian railway.
By the end of the Imperial period, the line from
Krasnovodsk on the Caspian to Orenburg in the
Urals had been completed. Many stations on that
line had postal services and the trains also had a
postal wagon usually provided with a full range of
postal facilities.
Up to the 1st World War, most issues to be found
at post offices were the Arms definitives and
these are shown on piece and cover. Use on the
1905 war charity issues is not recorded, but the
largest numbers of cancels are found on
Romanov Tercentenary stamps, issued from
1913. Many cancels are also found from 1914
with an abundance of WW1 period cancellations.
Many Russian army units were stationed in this
region to guard the Austrian and German POWs
and to guard vital routes through to the east and
its southern borders.
The earliest cancels (ca. 1870s) were single
circular date stamps with the place name in an
arc inside the circle on the upper part, with a
fleuron or similar ornament on the inside of the
circle at the lower half. The addition of the

ornament in the lower half was standard practice
in Russian circular postmarking hand-stamps
during this period, however not all cancellations

follow this standard. As is seen from the
Samarkand and Tashkent strikes above.

Later cancels include the district name and
sometimes this is incorrectly marked as can be
seen on the above 1889 cancel from Chardzhui in
Bukhara, clearly assigned Zakasp. Ob. Not to be
ignored is the fact that these borders had only
recently been established and districts maybe not
as well defined as others. The strike of Samarkand
Zeravsh. Oblast below is an example of a region
whose identity is in the making, as the Zeravsh.
Obl. denotes the river region in which Samarkand
was mapped at the time. This later became the
Samakandsk. Oblast.

The second main type of cancel which was
available at the turn of the century was the crossdate type. This usually dates from around the
1890’s and has the day above the year and the
month in roman characters below the year. This
type can be seen below in the Kazalinsk Syr-Dar.
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Obl receiver mark of 3 October 1904. Towards the
end of the period, larger towns no longer required

postal wagon No.205 (car 6); the third mark is a
later oval mark of Kokand Terminus.

district identification and the name was inscribed
in an arc between the two circles in the upper
half of a dual circular date stamp. The date was
inscribed in one straight line across the centre of
the postmark and serial letters replace the lower
ornaments. This is the basic 3rd type of imperial
cancel and is known as the ‘bridge’ type.

There are many sub-types of this cancel in
larger cities and towns but in far-flung places in
the south not many sub-types have been seen. For
example, the cancel of Sulyuntikskiya Kopi
above is from Samarkandsk Oblast and shows all
the characteristics of newly opened office. A lot
of these cancellations are very fresh and show
little sign of wear.

At the end of the period, older Imperial
postmarks were phased out and replaced by
Soviet multi-lingual versions. The cancels below
show Old Bukhara and Kizil-Orda (1925 and
1929 respectively). These multi-lingual cancels
were in turn replaced in 1938 and after, by the
standard ‘..CCP’ cancel.
I hope this brief summary of the postmarks of the
area may kick-start some wider study and, if
you’re interested further, please write to me Bill

Travelling railway postal wagons and station
offices followed the general Russian trend of oval
markings after 1904, but earlier examples are
single circle date stamps, similar to sedentary
post offices. The three marks below show; the
Chardzui-Samarkand Postal Wagon mark (1)
used around the 1890’s applied as a transit mark,
as at this point in time the train had not been
assigned a postal wagon number; the second
shows a cross-date mark with the markings of
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Comments on the Postal system in modern Russia
Marcus & Yelena Sherwood-Jenkins
With three Russians in the family we have, as you
can imagine, a quite lively correspondence going
to and from the CIS. Recently this has led to some
interesting titbits about the operation of the
Russian mail system. We thought that they might
be of some interest to readers of the journal.
1. Perlustration – alive and well
Our daughter recently received a letter from
St.Petersburg, which appears to have been opened
and re-sealed. The flap of the envelope had been
glued down and a manuscript note alongside stated
that it had been "found in post with glue
markings". (Figure 1). We checked by phone with
the sender and the envelope was perfectly all right
when sent. To those who study censorship and
perlustration of Russian mail this will no doubt
have a familiar ring to it
In all our daughter has now received four such
letters all posted at the same post office in St.
Petersburg. The letters are sent from two different
correspondents living in the same area. As can be
seen the manuscript on the back and the signature
are the same as is the post office cancellation. The
text on the envelope states that it was found in the
mail "with glue marks on the envelope" (Figure 2).
Interestingly though the last such letter was more
than just letter weight as it contained some
photographs, Katya’s friend thus had to take it to
the post office and hand it over for weighing and to
have the stamps added. This shows that any
interference is occurring in the post office and not
en-route to it.
We thus have three possible scenarios:
1. The letters are examples of continued
perlustration of letters going abroad. The text
and methodology are strikingly familiar.
2. Someone in the post office is opening theletters,
resealing them and then adding the old style
explanation.
3. Someone in the post office is opening the letters
and then someone else is noticing the tampering
and following the procedure for recording
damaged mail.
Of these either 1 or 3 are the most likely, it would
be rather foolish to open, reseal and then sign the
letters as in the event of a complaint you would be

I

the first person to be questioned. Although the
likelihood of complaint from abroad is small, as is
the likelihood that letters thus opened are to the
same addressees. It is also unusual for letters being
sent abroad to be the target for thieves or
tampering; the reason is simple, that there is
generally nothing of value in them. Incoming mail
is much more likely to disappear or be tampered
with because the economic situation means that
friends and relatives often send gifts and money.
We have had a number of birthday cards and the
like go missing even though they contain nothing.
The fact that the envelopes are bright and attractive
makes them a target. Indeed we have been told by
our friends to send everything in brown envelopes
and with “ordinary stamps” so as not to attract
attention.
Both 1 and 3 may seem strange but are easily
possible, we have noticed that changes in the
system are slow to percolate down. In several
cases on different matters we have found out of
date practices and regulations being used either
through ignorance, awkwardness or both. It is thus
possible that rather than simply a thief we have an
example of a conscientious employee or both in the
same office.
Our money is on number 1, "perlustration" and the
conscientious employee, as without the notification
on the back there would be hardly any evidence
that the mail was tampered with, simply some glue
marks around the seal, which could easily have
resulted from the sender glueing an insecure flap
down. The commentary alerted us and we have
checked with the senders and the envelopes were
sealed normally.
A second correspondent with whom I exchange
stamps has confirmed that the old practice of the
post offices refusing to take letters that have been
sealed with tape is alive and well. He was recently
told that a registered letter he was attempting to
send us was not acceptable because of the tape
sealing it. (Obviously such envelopes are harder to
tamper with). To the best of my knowledge there
can be no operational reason for this "regulation",
indeed the Russian post office handles incoming
taped registered items with no problem.
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Another correspondent has adopted a practice
familiar to students of perlustration. He places
letters and enclosures in one envelope and then
places this inside another gluing the two together
in several places. This then means that any attempt
to open the outer envelope and take out the content
will tear both envelopes and thus make the
tampering obvious.
This obviously reinforces the widespread belief in
Russia that the mail is subject to interference.
2. Disappearing mail
As a general rule we have not had any problems
with registered mail, ordinary mail is however a
different matter. It has been the case for some
years that attractive looking mail, especially from
abroad has a habit of disappearing. This tendency
increases around times such as Christmas, New
Year, Easter, Women’s day etc.
3. Speed of delivery
Registered Airmail from the UK to St. Petersburg
is generally taking 3-5 days door to door.
Unregistered letters about 4-5 days. To Smolensk
the time is about 8 days and to Perm around 15
(this route has also been subject to disruption of
late.) These times seem quite good especially
when compared to the time taken by internal mail
on occasion. (One letter we know of took 11 days
to travel from one part of St. Petersburg to
another). The service within Russia is somewhat
patchy – it can often pleasantly surprise you or
conversely infuriate, in either case it is always
interesting.
4. Strange "regulations"
We have also had some comments from our friends
and relations about the idiosyncrasies of the
Russian Post Office; these are as follows:
From Perm: We had sent some Russian stamps,
left over from our visit in September, to a friend to
use on mail to us. When she took her letter to the
post office and tried to purchase an envelope she
was told that she needed to buy stamps as well.

She explained that she already had stamps and was
told “we are only allowed to sell envelopes with
stamps already on them and you have to buy both
here.”
From Krohnstadt: Yelena’s mother wished to send
us a Registered letter with a couple of enclosures,
total weight 50 grams. She was told at the post
office that a registered letter was only possible up
to 20 grams and that she would have to send as a
parcel!
We know that in both cases the stated regulations
are incorrect being at best a local interpretation and
at worst a way of obtaining a higher income for the
post office – in both cases the proffered alternative
was more expensive.
Whilst none of the above constitutes empirical
research we thought that the reporting of such
experiences may provide useful background
material to members trying to piece together the
postal history of modern Russia.
5. An unusual service (?)
Finally, whilst not a strictly philatelic item readers
may be interested in the recent advertisement that
appeared in a St-Petersburg paper offering "the
cheapest flour and sugar – available at small city
post offices". (Figure 3).
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Steppe Railways-Addendum
Leonard Tann
In our Diamond Jubilee Journal [No 81 of 1996] I
wrote on the Steppe Railways - the main line being
the Saratov-Astrakhan line. I suggested there 
based on a small fragment with the oval pmk.
ASTRAKHAN*288*SARATOV dated December
1909 in the collection of John Holland - that the
line was opened late in 1909.
I have the great pleasure to show here a postcard
that has come into my collection, which has superb
ovals SARATOV *287* ASTRAKHAN dated
4.4.08 - being some 20 months earlier than John’s
strike, and showing us that this line was in
operation in the first half of 1908. This postcard is
franked with a 7k. Arms stamp. 3k. would have
been enough for a standard card, and as it bears
only a few words of greeting, it could have passed
for 2k. One guesses that the sender only had a 7k
stamp, so used it.

[Upper] Baskunchak”. This was the new station
built as the main-line crossed the little local line
from lake Baskunch across the countryside to the
Pristan on the Volga River. Thanks to a Canadian
collector, Rein Vasara of Vancouver, we know
there was a station post office at Verkhni
Baskunchak in 1913 – as he has a 10k Romanoff
stamp with overlapping postmarks of ST./
VERKH./BASKUNCHAK/SARATOV ZH D
(Station/Upper/Baskunchak/Saratov Railway). If
the railway had barely opened in April 1908, there
would not have been a post office there yet.
Obviously there was one by 1913.
We would all love to see covers/cards with
Verkhni Baskunchak Railway Post Office.
These points add to our knowledge of this
important railway line

Even more interesting is the fact that the written
greeting says “Best wishes from Station Verkhni
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The Zemstvo Post of Bogorodsk District: Part II
Terry Page
zemstvo post office. This meant that stamps,
originally printed as proofs in tiny quantities were
used up as normal postage rather than discarded.
This process was accompanied by a refreshing lack
of philatelic guile with no apparent contemporary
consciousness of the potential value of these rare
items which were being created. As a consequence,
it is difficult, if not impossible to find a Bogorodsk
cover which looks even remotely philatelic. Let us
resume our short tour of Bogorodsk with a further
exploration of postally used proof material and
emphasise once more that such usage was
indisputably officially sanctioned. Remember, the
stamps were stuck on the mail, not by the public,
but by zemstvo postal employees. Most of the
listed rare shades, papers and highly catalogued
Imperfs of Bogorodsk would have been intended
as plate proofs or as colour trials, but it follows
that when such items are discovered in used
condition, they become de-facto issued stamps and
are worthy of promotion to full catalogue status. It
must be said that Chuchin appears to follow this
logic more consistently than does Schmidt.
Figure 1 is part of a journal wrapper forwarded
from the imperial post office and addressed to a
factory within the area of the zemstvo post. The
postage due adhesive is the 1895 2k. red
(Ch.109a), an imperf. proof described as such by
Schmidt, but correctly recognised by Chuchin as
an issued stamp

Part 1( BJRP 81) was simply a slightly expanded
version of a competitive display given to the
Society at one of its regular meetings. The
intention of this further article is to add a little
more depth to the subject through the discussion of
some rather special Bogorodsk items.
Whilst most collectors would agree that all
zemstvo covers are scarce, the vast majority are
franked with relatively common stamps.
Nevertheless, zemstvo items are valued highly in
the market because although many different stamps
were issued, the number of surviving covers is
very small. It follows that the search for a
genuinely rare zemstvo stamp of a particular
district, used on cover, is unlikely to be a fruitful
one. Bogorodsk, however, is to a certain extent an
exception to this rule; for although, as would be
expected, the most frequently seen covers from this
district are also franked with the more common
issues, an above average number of fine and rare
stamps can be found on cover. In some cases the
philatelic interest of these items is even further
enhanced by scarce and unusual postal usage. It
would, of course, be expected that the district
which has bequeathed to us by far the largest
population of zemstvo covers would also yield the
most significant number of “better” items. But
there is an additional factor, namely, the “waste not
want not” culture which existed at the Bogorodsk
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If we exclude municipal and law-court
correspondence, locally originating zemstvo mail
addressed to the upper echelons of society,
especially to the nobility, is scarce. One can,

therefore, imagine that from the perspective of the
zemstvo post office, a letter addressed to a member
of the Royal Family would have been quite an
event. Figure 2 is such a letter addressed “To Her
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registered and money letters. Figure 3 is, I believe,
the only recorded example with such a stamp
correctly used on cover, in this case the 8k.
carmine postage due. This is, however, not the
issued stamp, which is perforated, but the scarce
imperf. variety which was cut from a proof sheet.
Interestingly, this letter was mailed at the
Bogorodsk imperial post office on 19th June 1894
and franked with a 10k. definitive (the local
registration rate). The letter was accepted, but
because it was addressed to the head of the
Shalovo Volost it was handed over to the zemstvo
office for delivery. Had the sender posted the item
directly at the zemstvo office, he would have not
only saved 10 kopeks, but also the incredible nine
days or so delay in forwarding. The zemstvo stamp
was not cancelled until the 28th.

Royal Highness the Princess Dolgorukova”. It is
franked with the 1880 5k. dull yellowish rose on
smooth, thick paper (Ch.19), the most difficult of
the five shades/papers of the 1879/82 issue. As the
other editions were on ribbed or wove paper, this
stamp quite possibly came from a trial sheet
printed on a different paper type, which was
subsequently rejected
Despite the relatively large number of Bogorodsk
zemstvo covers, registered mail from this district is
uncommon. This is surprising because Bogorodsk
was one of the few districts to produce stamps
specifically for registration purposes. In 1894 two
special adhesives (postage-paid and postage due
respectively) were issued inscribed - ДЛЯ
ЗАКАЗНЫХЪ И ДЕНЕЖНЫХЪ ПИСЕМЪ - for
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Figure 2
All the proofs recorded as having been used for
postage were printed from the final plates,
however, figure 4 shows an earlier stage in the
stamp production process, a die-proof sheetlet
printed in black on buff paper. The upper row
consists of four different postage due values for
incoming mail, each inscribed DOLGOVAYA, with
the equivalent values for pre-paid mail in the
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bottom row, inscribed OPLOCHENAYA. It is the
undated 1895 issue and was made-up from the dies
of the dated 1894 edition with that date erased
from below the arms, however, residual traces of
the old date are still easily discernible. The original
1894 die-proof sheetlet, also in black, is illustrated
in Fabergé (Imperial Russia, Zemstvo Post,
Helsinki 1993).
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Figure 3 (reduced)

Figure 4 (reduced)
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Figure 5 illustrates a rare block of nine, being half
of a sheet of the issued 1895 20k. lilac-blue value
inscribed OPLOCHENAYA (Ch.117).
If the postal use of proofs was seen by the zemstvo
post office as a matter of prudent frugality, it is not
surprising that the rigorous economy drive did not
stop there. A number of odd remainders of obsolete
stamps were discovered and used up many years
after their issue including the 1873 10k. greenishsky blue (Ch.9) used on a cover in 1888 (illustrated
in BJRP 81). In 1869, two 5 kopeck postal
stationery wrappers were issued for use on bundles
of letters carried to or from the imperial post office.
These narrow bands measured 459mm. long and
28mm. wide with a gummed stamp imprint at the
top. By 1888, these wrappers had long since been
redundant and one would expect that any
remainders would have been destroyed or disposed
of. This, however, was not so, for during October
of that year, a local letter addressed to the district
court was franked by the zemstvo post office with a
5k. blue imprinted stamp cut from one of the
wrappers. (Figure 6.) This was nearly twenty years
after the date of issue!
Relatively little has been written about the
procedures for insured mail despatched
entirely within a zemstvo district. There are
a number of covers from several districts
which are endorsed as containing small
sums of money, but more often than not,
with no mention of insurance. A further
number of zemstvo covers exist bearing the
familiar five wax seals, but these are often
combination items originating from and
sealed at an imperial post office. It is known
that Osa district applied its own seals to
local money letters, this is verified by
Fabergé and also by a cover in my own
collection. Bogorodsk also practised such
“shadowing” of the imperial post’s
procedures. Figure 7 shows a magnificent
item (ex. Ferrari & Fabergé), a local money
letter bearing five wax seals of the
Tereninsk Volost Administration. It is dated
June 1888, contained 2.50 roubles and is
addressed to the Bogorodsk District Treasury. The
zemstvo adhesive is the 1883 10k. blue on white
smooth paper in imperf. condition; a scarce and
interesting franking.
The use of imperial postal stationery cards,
especially for routine commercial correspondence,
was common throughout Russia, and as Bogorodsk
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Figure 5

Figure 6
was a relatively industrialised rural district, a
number of such cards exist with combination
zemstvo frankings. Figure 8 illustrates, an
incoming PS card mailed in February 1888 from
Or’khovo (Vladimir Gov.). This card is rather
more interesting than most on account of the
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zemstvo stamp, the 1883 5k. carmine-red on thick
paper, perforate (Ch.27a). The bulk of this issue
was released in imperforate condition with only a
tiny quantity being perforated. It is interesting to
speculate whether this is simply another example

of late usage, a “rogue” sheet coming to light, or
could an imperf. sheet or two possibly have been
discovered and put through the perforator five
years later?

Figure 7 (reduced)
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Another interesting PS card (ex. Fabergé) is shown
in figure 9. The sender addresses it to the village of
Mishekevo, endorsed “via the Bogorodsk
Railway”. The imperial indicium is cancelled with
the octagonal otdelenie TPO postmark of PW
No.14 dated 19. IV. 1896. Three days later, the

Bogorodsk zemstvo office added a copy of the
1896 3k. red-orange with the error “8” instead of
“3” in one corner.(Figure 9a.) The selvage
attached to the stamp clearly demonstrates the
position of this error as the last cliché of the sheet.

KPI>ITOE IIHC:bMO,

Figure 9
Combination covers franked with zemstvo stamps,
but originating outside of Russia are, of course,
highly collectable. Bogorodsk items have been
recorded bearing postage stamps issued by Levant
(Russian, Austrian and German P.O.s), Turkey,
Austria, Germany (and the forerunner states),
France, Great Britain, Belgium and Spain. Russian
Levant items can be considered as scarce and all
other foreign combinations as rare.
To round off this article, what better than to show
three such items: Figure 10 is an Austrian pre
printed commercial envelope, which was
especially designed for the Russian market and
contained a price list for agricultural tools. It was
mailed from Vienna on 13th May 1895 via the
Vienna-Warsaw railway, crossing the border at
Szczakowa / Granitsa (note the private routing
handstamp). At this time, all printed matter
entering Russia from abroad was subject to
censorship, hence the scarce Moscow ‘ДЦ’
marking (“passed by Censor”). The zemstvo
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Figure 9a
adhesive is the 1895 4k. brown postage due
(Ch.119) cancelled on 12th May, prior to delivery
to the headman of the village of Marvino in the
Grebnevsk volost. Finally, two further foreign
combination covers were received at Bogorodsk in
the summer of 1888 and are identically franked
with copies of a rare stamp, the 1883 5k. Redorange on white, smooth thick paper. According to
Schmidt, less than 25 copies are believed to exist.
Paradoxically this issue is rarer mint (if indeed it
exists in that condition) than on cover, so again we
come back to the likely discovery of a proof sheet,
originally prepared and rejected some four years
earlier.
The sheet would have been cut up by the employee
dealing with mail coming in from Odessa and
consequently two copies ended up on the two
covers, shown opened-out, below.
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Figure 11 is a letter despatched from
Mount Athos with the 1884 1 piastre blue
paying Turkish postage at the overseas
rate. It travelled to Bogorodsk via Odessa
and Moscow Nizhni Novgorod railway
station, arriving on 5th August.
The cover illustrated in figure 12
originated at the German post office in
Constantinople and was franked with the
1884 1 piastre on German Levant
adhesive. It was subsequently forwarded
to Moscow, and finally arrived at the
Bogorodsk zemstvo office on 7th June.
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Two very fine covers, and perhaps I
might end by commenting that it is the
study of such material, perhaps combined
with just a little conjecture, which makes
zemstvo philately so interesting and
worthwhile!
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A new ‘Europa’ issuing country
Ingert Kuzych
Stamps with a Europa theme are popular around
world, not just in Europe. Many collectors enjoy
going after Europa stamps to obtain a kind of
yearly Europe sampling. The purpose of this
article is fourfold: to present a bit of background
on Europa stamps; to alert collectors to the fact
that a new Europa-issuing country - Ukraine - has
emerged; to describe and give some background
on its very striking engraved first issue; and to
bring up the possibility that this release could
become very scarce in the future because of the
small quantity printed.
So, just exactly what are Europa stamps? Official
Europa issues began in 1956 with a joint issue of
the six European Common Market countries
(Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands). These six
countries continued to release single, yearly, joint
issues until 1960, when other European countries
joined in. Through 1973 most issues shared a
common symbolic design emphasising European
unity. In 1974 various themes were depicted. The
following year a common topic was agreed upon
and that tradition has continued to the present.
Currently dozens of European countries, as well as
some self-governing possessions (e.g. Great
Britain's Isle of Man or Portugal’s Azores) all
issue very colourful Europa stamps, usually two or
more annually. With the fall of communism
(1989-1991) new eastern European countries
became free to join the Europa stamps fraternity.
Last year's Europa theme of ‘History and
Legends’ was a popular one; various countries
issued interesting and attractive stamps on these
topics. Ukraine Post decided its first venture into
the annual Europa stamp release tourney would be
a memorable one, it prepared a two-stamp
souvenir sheet that not only depicted scenes from
a legendary tale, but which also reproduced the
entire legend in microprint along its margins!
Although a few entities have released Europa
souvenir sheets in the past, as far as I know, this is
the first time so much text has ever appeared on an
issue. The amazing thing is, however, that all the
microprint in no way detracts from the fascinating
design.

I

The tale that Ukrainian philatelic planners decided
to illustrate is taken from the ancient manuscript
Povist vremenekh lit (Tale of Bygone Years) and
depicts the legendary founding of Ukraine's
capital, Kyiv (Kiev) some 1400 years ago. Shown
on the two 40 kopeck stamps, from left to right,
are: the four personages credited with establishing
the settlement, Kyi (after whom the town was
named), Scheck, Khoryv and their sister Lybid.
According to the founding tale, the siblings were
members of the Polianian tribe who, along with
their followers, built the town on a wooded, hilly
site overlooking the Dnieper River.
Kyi apparently was a popular and powerful ruler.
At one point, according to the story, he ventured
down the Dnieper to Constantinople (present day
Istanbul) to visit the Byzantine emperor who
received him with great respect and honour. On
his way homeward, Kyi noticed a site at the mouth
of the Danube River that appealed to him and
where he established another settlement. The local
people, however, proved inhospitable and Kyi and
his kinfolk returned to Kyiv. The town they left
behind though retained the name of Kyivets. After
the deaths of the three brothers in Kyiv, their
family assumed the leadership of the Polianian
tribe.
The border of the Ukrainian Europa souvenir sheet
illustrates aspects of the legend. Along the top, on
either side of the word 'Kyiv' are various wooden
buildings of the early town. Shown along the
bottom are the sailing ships of Kyi's expedition to
Byzantium. Along the sides, interspersed with
intricate ancient design motifs, is the story itself
written in Ukrainian. The Cyrillic microprint can
be read quite easily with the aid of simple
magnifying glass.
The release of the l00x80mm souvenir sheet was
reportedly held up due to a controversy over the
rich royal clothing the siblings were depicted as
wearing. Supposedly the style is of a later period,
but how many people would know that?
Apparently not too many, because the souvenir
sheet was issued on 6 May 1997 in (where else?)
Kyiv. Prepared by the government printing office
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in Kyiv the sheets were printed in four colours:
lemon, yellow, slate-green and brown; only
300,000 copies of this extraordinary souvenir
sheet were prepared.
Examining many dozens of these souvenir sheets I
have been able to find consistently a ‘smudged
variety’ of this issue. About half of the sheets that
I have scrutinised show a small green smudge
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over the head and/or right shoulder of Khoryv on
the right stamp.
Tiny smudge or no, this beautiful item will
undoubtedly be much sought after by not only
Europa collectors, but by anyone who appreciates
superb graphic design. In my humble opinion this
souvenir sheet is the finest philatelic specimen
Ukraine has released since it resumed issuing
stamps in 1992, a true masterpiece of graphic art.
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Northern Inkeri - North Ingermanland
By Harry Walli - Edited By Roger P. Quinby
Translated by Carita Parker
This article was brought to our attention by Leonard Tann and is reproduced here by kind permission of the
author and “The Finnish philatelist” where it was first published as a two-part article in August and
November 1997. We are also grateful to Roger Quinby in particular, for all his efforts in re-formatting this
original article to disk for us to produce and enjoy.
such a proposal and urged the people of NI to seek
autonomy instead.

The inhabitants of Northern Inkeri (North
Ingermanland - NI) lived during W.W.I, in an area
located north of the Neva River. The early
inhabitants of this territory were made up of the
Yatja tribe and around the year 1000 of various
Karelian tribes. To these were added, In the 16th
Century, tribes from the Ayrapaa and Savo
provinces. The NI villages still consisted after
W.W.I of purely Finnish populations.

A Care Committee had been established to oversee
the matters concerning NI, and the initial meeting
was held on July 9, 1919 in Rautu. The next
meeting was on September 14, in Kirjasalo, in NI.
The purpose for this meeting was to confirm a
larger committee with eight members. The first
elected chairman was Committeeman J. P. Kokko,
who later resigned his post and was replaced on
November 16, 1919, by Lieutenant-Colonel
Y. Elfvengren, who became the troop commander
for NI and who later was instrumental in the
development and circulation of postage stamps in
that area.

In the wake of the fall of the Czarist Empire, a
struggle for Independence erupted among several
national minorities, including the Inkeri
population, which desired to gain either autonomy
or to have its territory incorporated into the
independent Republic of Finland. In 1917, after the
March Revolution, these ideas began to take form
among the people of NI. An Inkeri National
Peoples’ Committee was formed to act as a central
governing body. However, this body was unable to
function for very long and ultimately was forced,
along with the majority of the Inkeri populace, to
seek refuge in Finland.
As a result of a meeting held in the city of Wiipuri
(Vyborg), in November of 1918, a committee was
chosen and from it three members, headed by
Superintendent P. Toika, travelled to Helsinki to
meet with Finnish government officials. The
purpose was to introduce a proposal to incorporate
the area of NI with Finland. The Finnish
government, in turn, was less than agreeable to

Area served by the NI volunteer troops from June 1919 until
December 1920. Between July and August 1919, the troops
controlled an area from the Finnish border to Lempaala.
Thereafter, the troops withdrew to the area around
Kirjasalo, which was returned to the USSR as part of the
Tartto Peace Agreement of December 6, 1920.
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The arrangement of the Postal Service
At the end of 1919, there were approximately two
thousand soldiers stationed in Northern Inkeri (NI)
and consequently postal service to Finland, where
their families lived, became of utmost importance.
Also, the income derived from the sale of stamps
would be much needed and as it later turned out,
became the main source of revenue for the Care
Committee. (Editor’s note: Approximately 65% of
the revenues raised by the NI Care Committee,
Fmk 237,593 out of a total of Fmk 362,873 were
from the sale of postage stamps and other postal
services.)
With this in mind, the NI Care Committee
approached by letter, dated Jan. 3, 1920, the
Finnish Ministry of Transportation and General
Affairs, appealing for postal service between the
two parties in question. Included was also a
request, for the permission to issue Inkeri postage
stamps under an approved model/style by the
Finnish Postal Administration (PA).
The Finnish Foreign Ministry, which was
consulted in the matter, denied having a say in any
model/style, approved or otherwise, of NI stamps.
In addition, several aspects of postal regulations
were cited in the following statement:
From:The Ministry of Transportation, Jan. 30,
1920.
The PA about mail service with NI.
“With reference to a letter addressed to the
Ministry on Jan. 3, concerning the NI Care
Committee request for the issuing of NI own
stamps In accordance with a model/style, approved
by our PA. The council for the Ministry has
reached a decision similar to that of the two other
government agencies; namely that the business of
approving a model/style is not the responsibility of
the Finnish authorities. On the other hand, the
council has agreed to the suggestion of opening
postal service from NI to Finland. Furthermore,
any other mail passing through Finland on its way
to foreign lands, are to be furnished with NI own
postage. This of course, if the Care Committee
agrees to and desires postal delivery not only to
Finland but to other countries belonging to the
World Postal Organization (WPO). If yes, it should
notify the Ministry of Transportation and the PA of
Finland. Likewise, a response to the following
inquiry is desirable:
a) Willingness to abide by the International
rules and regulations set forth in the official
documents of the WPO.
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b) Determine in what currency the postal rates
are to be carried out, in order to meet
international regulations.
c) Record keeping of the different face values
of all own postage stamps in circulation.
d) Willingness to accept responsibility for
registered mail lost on its territory in the event
of natural disasters and similar uncontrollable
calamities. Further, to bear the added cost in
accordance with international postal
regulations, stipulated in article 8, paragraph 2.
e) Proof of acceptance (receiving-receipts)
available for recorded (registered) mail
addressed to NI.
The Ministry of Transportation will relay all of this
to the PA, which in turn is to carry it further to the
NI Care Committee at its address in Rautu.”
Signed by): Minister Santeri Pohjanpalo
K. R. Salovius
The council decision to establish mail service was
presented to the NI Care Committee at its meeting
on Feb. 11, 1920. The opening of post offices In
Korkeamaa and Kirjasalo was left up to Mr. Y.
Kiisseli, a member of the Care Committee. A
response to the council inquiry and samples of
postage stamps arrived at the Ministry of
Transportation on Feb. 29, 1920, and the statement
that was issued by the PA on Mar. 16, 1920, read
as follows:
“The NI postal authorities have as a result of a
newly opened mail service with Finland issued
its own stamps in seven differ ent
denominations; 5, 10, 25, and 50 p and 1, 5, and
10 Fmk. In addition, NI has agreed to abide by
all rules determined by international postal
regulations.
The postal rates will be comparable to those
presently in effect in Finland. All recorded mail
will be handled In accordance with the Finnish
regulations also. Enclosed to all main post
offices, their branches and all small postal
agencies as well as to those in charge of the
postal railway service, samples of NI postage
stamps.”
In this orderly fashion, NI had established postal
service with Finland and since the country was a
member of the WPO, NI was able to send mail to
other nations through there as well.
Regardless of the decision by the NI Care
Committee to open a post office in Korkeamaki,
this never materialized and Kohtakyla suffered the
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same fate. As a result, the Kirjasalo P.O. was the
only one in NI and ironically, was not even located
there (in the village of Kirjasalo) because of the
proximity to the war zone, which would have
hindered the functioning of the post office. Instead,
an office room became available in the Rautu
Railroad Station on the Finnish side of the border,
where the office remained until its final closing.

with a headline text in Finnish and Swedish: “The
Northern Inkeri stamp models.” The strips with the
stamps on them were mostly used on general mail.
Of unknown reasons, several strips with single
stamps on them were also in circulation.

From there all mail addressed to NI was taken by
messenger to its destination. For the return trip the
messengers would collect the outgoing mail from
NI and take it to Rautu. Here, the mail was
furnished with postage and handed over to Finnish
postal workers for further delivery.
In this manner the so-called Kirjasalo P.O. handled
50-60 pieces of mail a day, not counting the rather
large volume of business mail generated by the
Inkeri Regiment. The Postmaster was farmer Ville
Tapanainen.

About 500 sheets of NI stamp samples were distributed to all
Finnish main and branch post offices and the postal railway
service. The first issue samples had the overprint, MALLI,
(specimen) in the middle. The 1 Fmk value in the main series
is known to have an inverted overprint

Gummed “Malli” overprints, including the
inverted 1 mk is proof that more than 500
specimen sets were printed.
FIRST ISSUE
The foremost condition in establishing postal
service between Finland and North Ingermanland
(NI) was, according to the Council decision, the
fact that all mail from the NI Post Office to Finland
and on to other countries was to be franked with NI
postage stamps.
The sketching of the stamps was made by Lt. Frans
Kamara, who had learned his drawing skills in St.
Petersburg. The sketches were identical to the
Saarinen design, only the lion was replaced with
the Inkeri Coat of Arms.
The stamp samples
A series of more than 500 stamp samples were sent
to the Finnish PA. To these were added a black
overprint, MALLI, (meaning model or sample).
Workers attached the stamps to pieces of paper
strips, measuring approximately 115 x 163 mm,

The main series and their issues
The first Issues in the main series consist of the following
small values; 5 penni green, 10 penni red, 25 penni brown, 50
penni blue, and three larger values; 1 Fmk red/black, 5 Fmk
violet/black and 10 Fmk brown/black.
In an article published in the Finnish Stamp Publication of
April 15, 1920, there was mentioned an increase in the
number of printed NI postage stamps, which is above the
amount stated by the Care Committee. The denominations
are according to the table below as follows:
Value stamp
5Pen
lOPen
25Pen
50Pen
I Fmk
5Fmk
lOFmk
Grand Total

Printed
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
10,000
2,000
1,000
813,000

Revenue
10,000Fmk
20,000Fmk
50,000Fmk
100,000Fmk
10,000Fmk
10,000Fmk
10,000Fmk
210,000Fmk

Earlier the quantity of the printed denominations
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had been given as 125,000 for each penni
denomination, 7,500 of the 1 Fmk, 1,500 of
the 5 Fmk and 1,000 of the 10 Fmk. Any
documentation pertaining to the
acknowledgement of the stamp shipments
have not been found among the Care
Committee archives. The Viipuri Kirja and
Kivipaino Company (which handled the
printing) submitted an invoice on March 1,
1920, on which the billing was for 819,000
stamps, a total of 4, 570 Fmk. According to
this Invoice, the volume printed exceeds by
6,000 the listed amount. This also includes
the number of stamp samples but the exact
amount has not been determined, although, the
shipment is thought to have contained at least 500 series
of samples or specimens for a total of 3,500 stamps.
A circular from the Finnish PA states that
samples were to be sent to all main post
offices, a total of 40 in 1920 - all branch
offices, a total of 16 - all other small postal
agencies, a total of 414 - and finally, to all
postal railway districts, a total of 7 - which
totals 477. In addition, stamp samples were
given to all departments within the postal
service and many stamps had also been left
unused. In light of this, the amount of 500 is
to be considered a conservative estimate.
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Typical over-franked philatelic cover with multiples of the
penni value from Kirjasalo, 16. IV. 20, to Oulu, backstamped,
19. IV. 16. According to the NI postal agreement with Finland,
Finnish stamps were not required to carry letters from the NI
border to destinations within Finland. stamp off cover.
Accurately franked commercial covers are scarce and
command substantial premiums

Furthermore, it has been discovered that 6,125
stamps from the second issue consisting of 875 sets
of specimen or sample series were sent. Let us
assume that equal amounts of samples were mailed
out from both series; thus the total volume printed
may come close to previous calculations
The monetary value of the printed stamps was
233,000 Fmk. From this we gather, that there must
have been stamps of higher value than those listed
in the chart. Unfortunately, the exact amounts of
the various printed values and those sold through
the postal service cannot be determined. Instead,
we can only assume the following:
1) The first set of the series printed was equal
to 819,000 postage stamps, of this a series of at
least 500 or 3,500 stamps or more had been
used as samples.
2) The amount of stamps sold was equal to
233,000 Fmk and,
3) The numbers printed in the chart are more
or less accurate, although higher denominations
were printed in somewhat greater quantities.
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Again, it was mentioned in the Finnish Stamp
Publication of April 15, 1920, that the supplies of
some NI stamp denominations had already been
exhausted. In an ad in the same paper, NI stamps
are offered at the following prices: 5 - 50 p (penni)
for 4.50, 5 p - 1 Fmk for 17.-, 5 p - 10 Fmk for
125.- and in the next issue: 5 -50 p for 5.-, 5 p - 5
Fmk for 125.-. After this, only smaller series of
denominations are offered, occasionally up to 5
Fmk. From this can be gathered, that of the 5 and
10 Fmk stamps only small numbers had been
printed and of the 10 Fmk ones, considerably
fewer amounts had been printed, compared to the 5
Fmk stamps.
(Editor’s Note: Following this discussion there are several charts
and statements of account to the effect that the number of 5 Fmk
stamps printed was 3,000 and the number of 10 Fmk stamps
printed was 2,500. The author indicates that these stamps together
with 9,000 sets of the penni values and 2,500 1 Fmk stamps were
given to Col. Elfvengren as salary payment. The value of the
stamps is stated at Fmk 33,000 (1920 Fmks). The Elfvengren
collection of postage stamps was later sold to foreign buyers,
mostly in the Netherlands. Norma and Facit accept the larger
number of 5 and 10 Fmk stamps as the actual number of stamps
printed and distributed.
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The 1994 Scott Catalogue values the 5 mk issue at $90 mint and
$100 used; the 10 mk issue at $175 mint and $190 used. 1994/5
Norma Special Catalogue prices the mk at 1000 Fmk, MNH;
600 mint, and 1100 used. The 10 mk is priced at 1500 Fmk
MNH, 900 mint and 1700 Fmk used. Because most covers are
philatelic, theyare pricedonly slightlymore than a single used )
The mode and the location of the printing
The first issue was printed by the Viipurin Kirja ja Kivipaino Oy, situated on Uudenportinkatu 7,
(Newgate Street) in Viipuri. Although the
company had been founded as early as 1887, it was
still a rather small and modest operation. The
manager was G. A. Svendblad and the printing was
done by Lithographer Antti Rakkolainen. An
observer from the Care Committee was present
during the printing and upon completion of the
project, the printing stones were destroyed.
Test prints
An actual test print (proof?) is unknown but some
collectors may have a 25 p stamp printed on thick
brown paper with various overprints or parts of an
overprint. One example is believed to have the
word KOITTO (usually means trial or test) on it.
Consequently, it has been assumed that such are
trial prints, when actually they are last minute
(before printing) level drawings and revisions
made on craft-type paper (also called “waste”
paper), used for candy wrappings by the KOITTO
candy factory.
The making of the printing stones
There is no information whatsoever available in the
stamp archives about the making of the stones.
Only a careful visual inspection of the mint sheets
will indicate the use of a primary stone, made by
drawing or engraving, for all common values.
Since the imprinted area of the stamp is
considerably rougher and less discernible than for
instance, the 1918 Vaasa-type designs, it can be
assumed that the primary stone was made by
drawing. From it, drafts were made and transferred
to other stones and onto these were drawn the face
value in each series. In this way the primary stones
came into being.
In making the penni values drafts were taken of the
primary stone and transferred 10 times onto a
larger stone and then laid side by side. This larger
printing stone, became the first, secondary stone
and from it 10 drafts, forming 10 lines were made
and these drafts, in their turn, transferred onto a
still larger stone. Since two mint sheets containing
100 stamps each have been discovered, a draft of
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one 100 must have been made and then transferred
onto the same stone, next to the other one. In this
way, a stone with 2 x 100 stamp impressions was
made. The space between each of them is about 0.5
mm. The corner stamps have been known to have
tiny remnants of cross markings, having served as
positioning guides in the printing process. These
are most noticeable in the bottom-right corners of
the sheet (resembling L- shapes).
Depending on the process, the stamp imprints on
the secondary stone have a greater or lesser
deviation, a primary deviation. In a grouping of
100 there are secondary deviations on every
vertical line and in the final, complete group of
100, a third (degree) deviation. A group consisting
of the most considerable primary deviations and
one with secondary ones have been compiled into
a reference/table further on in the text. (Editor’s
Note: This table will appear as an appendix at the
end of Part 2.) A third degree of deviations have
not been listed, because of the difficulty in
obtaining wholly complete sheets and in the case
of some main series, downright impossible.
The mk value printing stones were probably made
much in the same way as the penni ones, minus
any third degree deviations, since the stone held
only one, 100 group or series. Also, one stone was
made for each different color. On the 1 Fmk fieldpost types 10, 91 and 100, on the bottom oval is a
red cross marking which served as a kind of
centering guide in the making of the stones and
afterwards, for some reason was not removed.
Sometimes sheets with very light ink impressions
are discovered and in some places, runaway
colored ink has made for an untidy appearance.
The printed sheet
The penni value printed sheet consisted obviously
of two 10 x 10 groups of stamps each, separated
into mint sheets. Often on these sheets there is a
colored line either on the left or right-hand side,
caused by the paper touching the ink guards. The
size of the print sheet was 442 x 283 mm. The size
of the imprint is 19.5 x 25.5 mm and the overall
dimensions of the stamp area are 199 x 258 mm.
On the MARKKA (Fmk) value mint sheets the
colored lines are above or below the imprinted
area. This in itself, points to the use of special
printing stones, and furthermore, when one takes
into consideration the minor quantities printed of
the FMK values, it can safely be assumed that
these were printed on stones holding only 100
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impressions. The size of the sheet is 220 x
283 mm.
Ink color
Although there is no information available about
the ink colors used in this process, the overall
results are most pleasing considering the fast pace
by which the printing was done and there are few
deviations in the appearance of the various sheets.
The many different hues occur mainly because of
the color variations in the printing stones. There
are also no discernible color variations in the
different batches of ink, used in the printing.
Rather, it seems likely that in some instances, a
new ink formula was tried.
Paper and gum
The printing paper is without watermarks, It is
rather thick and of medium strength (approx. 0.0650.08 mm), surface somewhat uneven and
translucent, slightly yellowish, smooth paper. It
contains a 100% bleached mix of paper pulp (wood
sulfite cellulose). The sizing used is a type of resin
glue containing no starch.

Centreline Imperforate

Left: Imperforate to left margin
Right: Incomplete perforations to top margin
The printing equipment was positioned vertically.
In regard to the stamp. The maker, unknown.. Any
folds, i.e. those with a fold or crease, are known to
be rare. The gum is white and for most part,
smooth and even, presumably applied by machine.
The consistency points to a rather pure gum
Arabic. The layer of gum is very thin, approx.
0.005 -0.01 mm.
Perforations
The stamps were perforated on May 11, 1920 by
line perforation at the place of printing. Besides the
well-made ones and those that are satisfactory in
appearance, there are a number of faulty
perforations caused by some interference in the
apparatus, lack of skills on the part of the
personnel or by hasty inspection practices.

Top: 25 pen block rough perforations
Bottom: 50 pen block imperforate
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The most essential perforation errors are the
imperforate rows of stamps and the numerous
broken and double perforations, located in the
centers and edges of the sheets. Any adverse
motion during the process of perforation has
created changes in the size of the stamps. The
widths of the stamps vary from 17 - 22 mm and the
lengths from approx. 24 - 28 mm. Too short or
tightly spaced perforation needles on the apparatus
also lead to a partial imperforate of the corners.
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There are also known to be blind and rough
perforations.
The NI Care Committee person in charge of
postal matters and the Kirjasalo Postmaster,
allowed interested parties, i.e. collectors and
dealers to check the stamp supplies and those
with the erroneous perforations, which from a
purely technical point of view represent rejects,
were sold at face value. At least one totally
imperforate set of sheets was presumably
among the stamps given to Lt. Col. Elfvengren
as salary compensation. The 25 p stamps have
the most imperforates, followed by the 10 and
50 p stamps. The 5 p, on the other hand, is more
of a rarity. There were only 2-3 sheets of the
Fmk value imperforate. Only one set of a series
is known to exist of used (cancelled)
imperforates and these on an envelope
addressed to who else, but our old friend
Elfvengren.
Table of itemizations
5 PENNI GREEN 200,000
a green (shades of)
b yellow-green (shades of)
c black-green
10 PENNI RED 200,000
a pink
b red (shades of)
Glossy paper found on lower series of (b)
25 PENNI BROWN 200,000
a gray-brown (shades of)
b brown (shades of)
c reddish-brown
50 PENNI DARK BLUE 200,000
a grayish-blue (shades of)
b dark blue (shades of)
c black-blue
1 FMK RED/GRAY 10,000
a red/gray (shades of)
b bright red/gray
5 FMK VIOLET/GRAY 3,000
a light violet/gray
b brownish-violet/gray (shades of)
10 FMK BROWN/GRAY 2,500
a yellowish-brown/gray (shades of)
b reddish-brown/gray

The letter rate was 50 penni until April 12, 1920
when the rate was increased to 80 penni. From Kirjasalo, 1. IV. 20
to a bank in Kuopio; backstamped, 3. IV. 20. Commercial rate covers
are scarce

Cancelled items
In order to cancel the stamps, a steel stamp was
ordered from the K. Sundstrom company in
Helsinki. It was a bridge cancel and had the date
and the name KIRJASALO in block letters. The
diameter of the stamp was 29.5 mm. Letters and
other mail were cancelled with this stamp at first
only in black ink. During the second series,
colored inks were also used.
Most of the letters mailed from Kirjasalo have
more postage on them than necessary and
consequently, letters with the exact amount are
more rare. Most of the letters are addressed to
Finland but a large number have also been sent to
foreign countries by stamp dealers. These pieces of
mail have arrived at their destinations in due
course and without any redemption (postage due)
charges. There are some pieces of actual business
mail, but most postally travelled covers were for
collectors. A few letters sent by the Care
Committee have a more business-like appearance
but many of them contained only stamps for
collectors.
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The supply of the first issue Fmk (1, 5 and 10
Fmk) denominations ran out rather quickly. As of
July 4,1924, substantial quantities of the penni
values were left. A fraction of these had been
cancelled to order in 1920. The left over supply
was sold to a stamp dealer for a price of 12,500
Fmk.

Table of first issue penni remainders
5 penni
10 penni
25 penni
50 penni

approx. 53,200 remainder
approx. 73,900 remainder
approx. 91,700 remainder
approx. 98,400 remainder

Cancelled during the 80 penni rate
period, the four penni values on
cover were the most common
philatelic covers from NI.
Backstamped at Teryoki, 9.VI.20

The four penni values from the second series. The 80 penni stamp corresponded to the basic Finnish
letter rate and the 50 penni stamp met the foreign letter rate, but the NI stamps were not officially
recognised for ordinary international traffic.
THE SECOND ISSUE
Since the mark values [of the original issues] were
sold out before long but the demand remained
steady, the NI Care Committee decided in 1920 to
issue new sets of stamps. The decision was:
“The minutes of the NI Care Committee meeting
on June 26, 1920. Present were all members and
chairman was Capt. J. Tirranen and recording
secretary, teacher J. Kokkonen.”
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A decision was made to print new postage stamps
in the following quantities: 50 thousand each of
the 1, 5, and 10 mk values, 60 thousand each of
the 10, 30, 50, and 80 penni values.
After having received the new stamp samples in
the second series, the Finnish Postal
Administration (PA) released the following
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circular on February 9, 1920, as follows, in
paragraph 18:
“With reference to a PA circular # 7 (4) of March
16th, it is hereby stated that the NI postal
authorities have issued the following new postage
stamps in the face values of: 10, 30, 50, and 80
penni and 1, 5 and 10 mk, to be used on all
correspondence with Finland. In addition, the new
stamp samples will be sent to all main post offices,
their branches and all other postal agencies as well
as the postal railway service.”
The recent Finnish postal fee regulations were
taken into consideration when determining the
denominations and colors.
The sample stamps
The Finnish PA received 875 stamp samples from
each denomination in the second series. This time
the overprint was omitted but the stamps were
attached to similar strips of paper as the MALLI
stamps in the first series, and were enclosed with
the aforementioned general correspondence
circular.
The main values and their issues
The second issue consists of the following main
values:
10 p
green/blue
Coat of Arms
30 p
brown/green
The harvest reaper
50 p
blue/brown
The plowman
90 p
blue/brown
The dairyman
1 mk
orange/gray
Potato harvest
5 mk
violet/carmine
Burning church
10 mk brown/violet
Kantele player
(Kantele is a native string instrument of Finland)
These stamps are larger in size than the usual ones,
the dimensions of the penni values are: 23 1/2 x 31
mm, the 1 and 5 mk values: 34 1/2 x 25 1/2 mm,
and the 10 mk measures: 35 x 26 1/2 mm.
The printings
Detailed information about the second printing is
obtained from the following record:
“According to a Viipuri Kirja- and Kivipaino Co.
invoice of August 9, 1920, a second printing of NI
postage stamps has been made in the following
denominations and quantities:
10 p
30 p
50 p
90 p
1mk

I

153 000 each
152 000 each
154 000 each
151 400 each
51 200 each

5 mk
51 100 each
10 mk
50 000 each
Of these postage stamps, 975 of each value have
been sent to the Finnish PA as samples. Lt. Col.
Elfvengren received from the printing company 100 of
each denomination. The following values and their
quantities are all missing:
50 p
1 mk
5 mk

100 each
3 900 each
100 each

The receiving-receipts, however, show that the
following quantities of postage stamps have been
delivered:
10 p
30 p
50 p
80 p
1 mk
5 mk
10 mk

152 025
151 025
152 925
150 425
46 325
50 025
9 025

= 15 202.50
= 45 307.50
= 76 462.50
= 120 340.00
= 46 325.00
= 250 125.00
= 90 250.00

The above amounts have to be credited.”
In Rautu, Aug. 17, 1920
(Signed by Messrs.) Antti Tiittanen,
V. Pentikainen, & V. Tapanainen
Received by: Y. Kiisseli
Date of the second issue
No specific date is known but the Postal
Administration letter #18 stated that the NI
authorities had issued the stamps and this letter
was dated August 2, 1920 which is to be
considered the official date.
In regard to receiving the shipments, a record has
been kept and in it the date, August 17, 1920 is
marked, but a cover with a cancellation as early as
August 11, 1920 has been reported.
The method and the stones used in the printing
process
The second issue, was also printed by means of the
lithography process and the place once again was
the Viipuri Kirja- and Kivipaino Co. The stamps
were designed, sketched and engraved by
Lithographer Gustav Niemerer, who was born in
Hamburg but had settled down in Finland in the
year 1903.
When examining the sheets, it becomes evident
th at the secondary ston e has consis ted o f 5
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impressions, the penni values side by side and the
mk values each below the other. The primary
imprints, according to Niemerer, were engraved
and the draft transferred 5 times onto the secondary
stone. Drafts from this stone have then been
transferred 20 times onto a large printing stone.
The work is remarkably painstaking and the space
between impressions varies exceptionally, only
about 0.1 mm.
The job of transferring is neatly and cleanly done,
although as often is the case, occasional minor
lithographic transferring errors do occur.
Since there are two colors, separate stones have
been used in the printing of the frames and centers.
The upper and lower edges of the sheets have
cross-markings, used as guides in the positioning
of the different colored printings. Depending on
the mode used in the making of the printing stones,
the stamps have first and foremost primary
deviations when printed on secondary stones,
consisting of five impressions. When these five
rows were transferred onto the printing stone,
secondary deviations came into existence.
The printing & overall appearance
When examining the sheets from the second issue,
it appears that the printing too was done with care.
A messy print is a rare occurrence, even though the
centers of the stamps are not always very
discernible. This has a lot to do with the manner in
which the engraving was done. In this case, it is
artistically gratifying but perhaps this type of
engraving is to some extent inappropriate here,
considering the small area of the stamp.
Some of the 10 mk stamps have been found to
have the center inverted. These were not sold
through the post offices. It has been presumed that
there was only one sheet of this kind in existence
and it had specifically been printed as such, on
orders from some official. In considering the
painstaking effort in such an undertaking, this
presumption may well prove to be correct. (The
inverted center has settled upwards from its normal
position. In this way, a white sickle-shaped void
has been formed between the center and the
frame).
This sheet was most likely sold overseas and it is
known that the stamp dealer Philip Kossack in
Berlin has had in his possession at least 50 of the
stamps. The ones in Finnish collections have most
certainly come from there.
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The paper, gum and print sheet
The paper used is still rather modest without
watermarks and somewhat thin in appearance. The
sizes of the sheets vary slightly, the penni value
sheets are approximately 295 - 306 x 373 mm, the
1 and 5 mk sheets approximately 409 x 331 mm,
and the 10 mk sheets measure about 426 x 333
mm. The gum, for the most part, is smooth and
comprised of white gum arabic. Also, some
narrow, without gum areas are to be found on the
sheets. In certain instances, there is also gum on
the face of the stamp.
Colors
In the absence of any facts, it cannot be determined
where the colored inks came from. The stamp
colors are rather even and overall there are only a
few variations between the hues. The greatest color
deviations are to be found on the 5 mk main series,
where the shades vary from a reddish-violet to a
black-violet.
Perforations

5 mark pair with normal perforations

1 mark pair with misplaced vertical
perforations.(Reduced)

The stamps in the second series are also line
perforated, by machine, 11 1/2 x 11 1/2 and the
perforation appears to be better than the one in the
first series, i.e. errors in perforation are less here.
There are also completely imperforate stamps in all
primary series.
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The imperforates may possibly have originated
from the supply of stamps received by Y. Kiisseli,
the Care Committee member in charge of postal
affairs, but he could not recall whether there were
any sheets of imperforates among the standard
ones.
Since all face values have been discovered
imperforate in near equal quantities, it is not
unlikely that some small amount of sheets have
been deliberately left imperforate. No imperforates
are known to have been used.
Table of different face values

There are many perforation varieties in each
value of the second series. The centerline
perforations are missing in the left vertical
pair; the right vertical pair is imperforate. The
imperforate stamps are not known on cover.
Cancelled mis-perforated items may have been
after-cancelled.
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10 PENNI OLIVE-GREEN/BLUE
153 000
a) olive-green/blue (shades)
b) olive-green/ultramarine (shades)
30 PENNI YELLOW-BROWNISH
/OLIVE-GREEN
152 000
a) yellow-brownish/olive-green (shades)
b) yellow-brownish/olive-gray
50 PENNI ULTRAMARINE-BLUE
/REDDISH-BROWN
153 900
a) ultramarine/reddish-brown (shades)
90 PENNI VIOLET-RED/GRAY
151 400
a) violet-red/gray (shades)
1 MK RED-ORANGE/GRAY
47 300
a) red-orange/gray (shades)

Paperfold error with misaligned bottom
perforations. The printer’s registration
marks are clearly visible.

Postmaster V Tapanainen informs us that he has
never seen any imperforate NI stamps and has
never used scissors in seprating any stamps. Thus,
no NI imperforates have been sold through the NI
Post Office

5 MK VIOLET/CARMINE
51 000
a) dark violet/brownish-carmine (shades)
b) dark lilac/brownish-carmine (shades)
10 MK BROWN/VIOLET
51 000
a) dark brown/dark violet (shades)
Errors in perforation found but less frequently than
in the first series. Errors include: misaligned
perforations, imperforate to bottom and side
margins, missing partial perforations, imperforate
(all values) and rough perforations (all values).
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Cancellations and P O carried mail
The same stamp was used in the Kirjasalo post
office until August 16th when the ink used on the
pad was changed from the usual black to red. An
ink in the color of violet is also known to have
been used by accident.
Letters with stamps from this particular issue, often
have too much postage and letters with the correct
amount are rare. There are fewer covers with
stamps from the second series than from the first.
Occasionally, NI stamps have been used in Finland
either alone or together with Finnish ones but these
have no philatelic value.
Forgeries (fakes)
In the 1950’s there seemed to be some total fakes
“floating” around on the market. The paper on
these are white, the printing often defective. The
colors on the 10, 30 and 50 p stamps are brighter
than the genuine issues, the frame on the 90 p
reddish-lilac, red on the 1 mk, the 5 mk center is
reddish-brown and the 10 mk is dark brown.
Stock of leftovers
An inspection of the stamp supply on February 24
1922, revealed the following quantities sold and
stock of leftovers from the second series
10 p
30 p
50 p
80 p
1 mk
5 mk
10 mk

Sold
22,121
17,812
16,914
17,118
9,918
8,231
8,130

“With reference to the previous letters #7 (4) of
March 16th of this year and # 18 (1) of August
2nd, concerning the NI postage stamps, it is hereby
stated that as of December 5th of this year, these
have been removed from usage. Likewise, the
Kirjasalo Post Office in NI has ceased to function.”
Postal rates
Since NI had no currency of its own, it had to
adopt the Finnish monetary values. Even the postal
rates and fees had to be arranged according to the
Finnish system.
When the first issue of NI stamps was issued,
Finland was going by domestic postal rates,
effective since October 20 1919, but soon to be
changed on April 12 1920.
Postal rates for foreign mail went into effect on
April 25 1918.

Leftover
124 904
128 213
131 011
128 307
34 407
39 794
38 895

The monetary value of the leftover stock of
stamps was 941 432 mks (1920) and it was
sold to one single person only, on April 26,
1922 for 50 000 mks. At this same transaction,
the Kirjasalo post office hand canceller was
handed over to the buyer, in order for him to
check the cancelled mail for authenticity. The
handstamp was to have been returned to the
Care Committee at the latest in September of
the same year. It was not returned until the
summer of 1925, and possibly the handstamp
had been as far as America.
The removal of the stamps from usage
The Northern Inkeri territory was given to the
Russians in accordance with the Tartto Peace
Agreement on 12.6.1920 and consequently the
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stamps had been taken out of usage the day before.
A general letter # 37 published by the PA of
Finland on December 22, 1920 states the
following:

NI’s currency and postal rates were the same as Finland. On
April 12, 1920, the basic domestic letter rate went to 80 penni.
Mail from NI to Finland was franked at the Finnish domestic
rate although NI was always regarded as a “foreign
government”. Official correspondence to the NI Committee
in Terijoki, backstamped, 22. X. 20.
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The philatelic importance of NI stamps
When considering the philatelic importance of
the NI issues, it is regrettable that they failed
to fill any real need, since the correspondence
by the NI populace, in particular, was
relatively minor. However it is apparent that
the care committee’s aim was to issue “real”
and meaningful stamps to serve postal
needs between its territory and Findland’s.
Also, had the hoped-for autonomy
materialized, NI could later have applied for
membership in the Universal Postal Union.
These matters are evident in the official
documents pertaining to NI True, the stamps
were trumpeted and fussed over, perhaps to
the extreme, yet, the usage of the stamps was
not wide-spread enough. In spite of it all, it
can be summarized that the NI postage stamps
are no less valid than any other W.W.I era,
war and revolution, commemoratives.
Especially, as unused and on postally used
mail pieces, these stamps are highly regarded
in philatelic circles. Covers addressed to
abroad without proper backstamp(s) more than
likely have not travelled through the post.
The Inkeri aid stamps
In a letter dated November 30 1920, the NI Care
Committee approached
the Finnish Interior
Ministry with a request
to sell a number of NI
second issue stamps,
which had lost their
usefulness.
The
“Inkerin
Hyvaksi” “For Inkeri” overprint was to be added and the
income derived from the sale was to benefit the
needs of the Care Committee which after the Tartto
Peace Agreement acted on behalf of the refugees.
The stamps in question were the 10, 30, 50 and 80
p values, 5,000 of each denomination, and the 1, 5
and 10 mk values, 2,000 of each, for a total of
39,500.- mk.

NI covers to abroad are known. Accurately franked at the
Finnish foreign rate,this cover to Sweden was delivered as
addressed, backstamped at Halmstad, 20. 9. 20.
Instead, one sheet with twenty-five 10 p stamps
and five other ones of the same sheet size with 80p
stamps, have been discovered with an inverted
overprint. Of the 10 p overprint stamps, vertical
pairs have been found with an imperforate space
between them.

The Interior Ministry notified its acceptance of this
request, to the Governor of the Viipuri (Vyborg)
District, in a letter dated on January 24, 1921.
The overprinting was most likely done by the
South-East Kannas (typography) company. For the
printing process, the stamp sheets were divided
into four parts of 25 stamps each. The overprint is
often smeared, but without any major errors.

Most covers with NI franking are overrated and philatelic.
This cover franked with the three mark values (16 mk postage
for an 80 penni rate) from the second series. Most philatelic
covers are not franked with the 5 and 10 mark values as their
cost was beyond the reach of many collectors. Kirhjasalo, 13.
IX. 20. to Helsinki, backstamped 15.IX. 20.
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Letters to the editor
From J L Whiteside
Observations on the article “Looking at
Romanoff Postal Stationery” by Leonard Tann
in BJRP 82, pp.20-30
As an “Inflationary Period” collector, I should like
to comment first of all on the 20 k. Romanov
envelope 'used' on 8-5-1922.
From 15-4-1922 to 30-9-1 922, the correct rate for
a registered letter of the first weight step was
150,000 roubles, 50,000 r. postage and 100,000 r.
registration. The inflation was worsening and
either in late April, or more likely, from lst May,
two important changes occurred.
Money was to be reckoned in 1922-roubles, which
were to be equal to 10,000 old roubles. There was
a shortage of stamps of suitable values to account
for the rising postal rates, the highest value being
22,500 roubles, so Tsarist stamps were sold at their
numerical face value in 1922-roubles.
The stamps involved were the kopeck values (from
1 to 14 kopecks, which were sold at 1 million
times face value and the rouble stamps of 1 r., 5 r.,
7 r., and 10 r., which were sold at 10,000 times
face value. (Values of 15 k. and above were not so
authorised, but are occasionally found used
without penalty).

The cover illustrated is franked with a 5 r. and a
10 r., paying the rate of 15-1922 roubles, or
150,000 old roubles, in full. The 20 k. Romanoff
envelope pays no part of the postage and is purely
a “formula” envelope, yet it has been cancelled.
Cancelling such items seems to be a Russian
practice. In Newsletter no.15, a 20 k. “Kerensky”
postcard of mine used from Moscow to Minsk ‚
30-8-1921, is illustrated. It is cancelled, although
it can pay no part of the correct postage of 100 r., so
postage due of 200 r. has been levied.
The Michel Europa-Katalog Ost, states that the
Romanov stamp issue was invalidated on 31-121914. If this is accurate, was the stationery
invalidated then also?
One item illustrated in the article may support this
conclusion. It is the only other item used after
1914 - the lower item shown on p.22. This is a 1 k.
wrapper used locally in Petrograd with an added
2 k. Arms stamp (not a 1 k., as stated in the
caption). Referring to the article by Epstein on p.7,
the local printed matter rate at this date is in
multiples of 2 k., so the 1 k. Romanov wrapper
cannot form part of the postage, yet it is cancelled.
I hope this will be of some interest and will
provide a little food for thought

From Raymond Ceresa
In his article, referring to the 20 k. Romanov
envelope, Leonard asks the question “What is the
rate for this registered item at this date and did the
imprinted Romanov stamp have any value?”
1. The internal postal rate from 15th April 1922
was 50,000 r. for postage and 100,000 r. for
registration.
2. The 1922-Ruble was introduced on the 1st May
1922 so the rates became 5 r. (1922) for postage
and 10 r. for registration and the kopeck and ruble
Arms Type stamps were re-introduced at 1922
ruble rates.
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3. The 5 r. and 10r. perf. Arms Type stamps cover
the registered letter rate of 15 r. (1922).
4. The postal stationery imprint had no value
(see 6).
5. It was normal practice for a registered letter to
receive a clear imprint of the cancellation on the
same side of the cover as the registration label or
etiquette, (but of course during the 1917-123
period there were frequent exceptions to this
ruling). In this case the clerk having received the
15 r. (1922), applied the stamps and the
“З” registration label on the front at one of the two
clear spaces around the address, picked up the
canceller, (which was upside down), cancelled the
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stamps, re-inked the canceller and applied an
impression in the remaining clear space. The whole
process bears the signs of haste for in applying the
canceller, it fell over the imprinted Romanov,
socking the Czar on the nose – not deliberate, it
just happened.
6. Several Romanov postal stationery envelopes
are known used in this period, where the Romanov
imprints are fully or largely covered by the stamps
making up the franking. One such has been
recorded with a “1 R.” (1922) handstamp below
the imprint, (both covered with Arms Type
stamps). The “1 R.” was the price charged for the
(blank) envelope. To date we do not have enough

evidence to conclude whether the blanks
(envelopes and postcards) were sold at post offices
or stationery shops.
7. From late 1920 to 1923 paper was in short
supply, not only for printing forms but also for
writing paper, forms and envelopes and covers are
often found to have been fabricated from old used
or outdated postal forms, posters, pages from
books, etc. (I have one example made from the
soft cover of a “Universal Stamp Album”)! The most
collectable of these recycled covers are those that
have been previously used for postage, turned
inside out, and used again.

From Leonard Tann (in reply)
I am grateful to George Miskin and others who
have informed me about the rate and use of the
John Myke cover shewn on p. 30 of Journal 82. It
is a Romanoff large-size 20k stationery envelope,
franked also with 1O r and 5 r Arms stamps,
postmarked PETROGRAD 8—5—22. The
question arose as to whether the 20k imprinted
Romanoff index contributed at all, or at an inflated
rate for May 1922, to the postal rate. The answer
is that the inland registered rate for May 1922 was
150,000 roubles. Each of the 1O r and 5 r stamps
were revalued for at 10,000 times, thus making the
correct rate of 150,000 roubles. The Romanoff
imprinted index, although similarly postmarked,
was disregarded altogether, and was invalidated.
Regarding the apparent note in Michel, I can state
that such a note is categorically wrong It was
originally intended for the Romanov issue - stamps
& stationery - to be on sale during the Jubilee year

of 1913. In fact, it was intended to tail them off
after the main jubilee celebrations in the summer,
and withdraw them completely by Dec 31st but it
was decided to leave them in circulation and run
down the stocks. By the time the War dawned in
1914, it became a patriotic set and further stocks
were released, and further printings of the main
values were made. I testify to this, if I may be
immodest, on my authority as a specialist on this
issue. There WAS ONLY ONE PRINTING OF
THE STATIONERY. As you know, two values
were surcharged in late 1916 for the new postal
rates, and the residue of those values in the
stationery were also overprinted. The Romanoff
stamps / stationery were demonetised by the infant
Bolshevik government, but a few items are known
validly used in the 1920/21 period.
So don't discount the 1k wrapper imprinted stamp.

Letters to the Editor
Queries, Unexplained Item(s), Questions, Answers or Comments.
(This also includes articles for consideration of inclusion in future journals)
Please write to the Chairman of the Editorial Board:
Mr Lenard Tiller,
48, Cumberland House, Kingston Hill, Kingston upon Thames
Surrey, KT2 7LJ

I
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A visit to Hamburg.
Terry Page
After last November’s Harburg 98 meeting, my
wife and I decided to pay yet another visit to the
Hamburg area with the idea of enjoying a few days
in this attractive city. What a coincidence that one
of the regular meetings of the (German) Society of
Classical Russian Philately was due to take place
on the Sunday of that same weekend…. Despite
having been previously warned by the organiser,
Dr. Ortwin Greis, that this would be a rather more
modest occasion, and to not expect the “whole
works” this time, it all turned out once more to be
another highly successful and memorable occasion.
First, however, the story of a little pre-meeting
activity undertaken by four zemstvo stalwarts. On
the Saturday, Ortwin Greis, Paulo Bianchi and
myself drove out of the city into the beautiful
Schleswig Holstein countryside to visit the home
of Carl Ludwig Leonhardt. I had previously seen a
number of treasures from the Leonhardt collection
and so I knew that I would be in for a treat. I was,
nevertheless, somewhat amazed to find such an
extensive and stunning array of zemstvo material,
including more whole sheets of stamps than I have
ever seen in a single assemblage. Album leaves
were avidly turned and we noted one gem after
another, just mixed-in with the more normal
material of each district. I am sure Mr. Leonhardt
will not be offended if I comment on his agreeably
“old fashioned” approach to philately. His
collection follows few rules other than his own and
he still uses hinges on even the rarest of stamps
(and he has many of them!). Here was a great
collection! Brimming not only with world-class
material, but also with a generous quantity of spirit
and even personality! It fitted in perfectly with the
homely surroundings of its owner: tasteful
furniture, exciting paintings and a large antiquarian
book collection. To those sensitive to a particular
occasion, small things sometimes linger in the
mind; before tea which was elegantly served by
Mrs Leonhardt, I happened to comment to our host
that he had no less than five copies of Kozalets No.
1 mounted side by side (yes, five!). His considered
response to this observation came in a modest tone
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delivered with a slightly mischievous twinkle in the
eye “And why not…?”
Later, back to Hamburg, and the usual pre-event
“get together” in the restaurant. These are always
pleasant occasions and during the evening, a
considerable quantity of material is traded. The
meeting officially opened at 11am the next day
with members present from Germany, three of us
from England, two from Russia and one from Italy.
Non-German speakers were well catered for, as
much of the meeting was conducted in English.
Two well-researched papers were read during the
morning both accompanied with overhead slides
and supported by displayed material. Bernd Essler
was scheduled to give his presentation on sea post
and ship mail in German, but as a considerate
gesture to the visitors; he effortlessly switched to
the English language. Those of us who are not
experts on this subject were treated to a highly
competent talk and given the chance to view rare
material. Dr. Wolfgang Leupold followed with a
paper on RSFSR postal rates during the inflation
period; he spoke in German but showed slides
partly up in English. After lunch, an informal
“Discussion Around the Samovar”, in fact there
were no less than two antique samovars on the
table, originally from Tver and from Voronezh.
This session was moderated by Ortwin Greis and a
number of issues were discussed, ranging from
philatelic activities on the net, through to the offer
for sale of a substantial collection of imperial
material. The bourse started in the mid-afternoon
and with five or six dealers present, to say nothing
of collectors with stockbooks, most participants
managed to find something to spend their money
on. Some of us stayed on for another get-together
over dinner and the satisfaction of a day spent most
congenially.
The next day, a walk through the woods with the
Greises; after all, we were on holiday. Later, time
to go home, and a quick flight back to Heathrow
followed by the joys of the M25 on Bank Holiday
Monday evening…
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Auction Notes
Terry Page.
Harmers of London,
The Zemstvo collection formed by the late John
Homersham came under the hammer in London
on 28th January. This substantial property had
been divided into 143 lots; most of which were
presented on John’s neatly written-up black album
leaves. There was an unquestionable buzz of
excitement in the auction room with spirited
activity from three or four floor buyers as well as
two overseas telephone bidders. It should be noted
that the realisations highlighted below include the
15% buyer’s premium.
The star of the show was Lot 475 the zemstvo to
zemstvo combination cover sent from Dankov to
Bogorodsk via the imperial post and garnished with
beautifully postmarked adhesives from both
zemstvo districts. This item realised £4025
(estimate £1250) which is a world record for any
single zemstvo lot. A combination cover to
Switzerland from Livny described as “one of a
mere handful known”, but which is the only
recorded cover from this district, made £1725 (est.
£900); probably the second highest price paid for a
zemstvo cover. A highly desirable 1881 Rostov on
Don local cover, one of two known, was sold for
the sum of £805 (est. £200). These three results
illustrate the firming up of demand for rare zemstvo
material of the highest quality.
A few incoming combination covers from overseas
were offered including a Russian Levant /
Bogorodsk letter mailed from Mount Athos in
1892. This was knocked down for £288 (est.£200).
Two Bogorodsk / Austria illustrated covers with
fine Moscow (printed matter) censor marks were
offered separately and made £391 and £380
respectively (est.£300 each). Imperial combination
covers to foreign destinations were also “hot stuff”.
A 1917 letter from Cherdyn, attractively censored
in Great Britain, changed hands at £368 (est. £150)
and an otherwise ordinary cover sent from
Zolotonosha to the USA in 1885 hit a staggering
£748 (est. £250). On the other hand, a redirected
envelope from Zolotonosha to Sweden, opened out
and with minor faults, only made £150. This was
surprising, since two or three almost identical
items from the same correspondence have hit the
roof in earlier auctions with, in one case, a
realisation in excess of £1000.
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Covers with bisected stamps are always appealing
and prices were high even for material from the
more common districts. For example, a 1910
Solikamsk envelope with a strip of three adhesives,
one bisected, fetched £391 (est.£50), and one of
several known Osa covers with an 8k. stamp
quadrisected to the 2k. rate, was sold for £299
(est.£200). There was no bisected example of the
Perm 1893 5k. blue registration stamp on cover (a
rare item!), but an unbisected damaged copy of
this stamp franking a registered combination cover
to Austria fetched an astonishing £391 (est.£300
before the damage had been noted).
The main strength of the Homersham collection lay
in the covers. The stamps, generally, took second
place but there were a few striking exceptions. A
small but very fine Bobrov lot with superb ex.
Faberge material reached £1265 (est.£500) and two
beautiful 1871-78 Shadrinsk handstamped rarities,
one uniquely on a paper so far unrecorded, made
£518 each (est. £450 each). A single mint copy of
the only stamp issued by Syzran (missing from
many collections) fetched £150. John was very
proud of his half sheet of 49 of the Yassy 1879 5k.
red. This item dominated the small Yassy lot,
which was knocked down for £805 (est. £400)
At the “back of the book” a lot of some fifty items
from non stamp-issuing zemstvos fetched a healthy
£2530 (est £1000). These were mostly covers from
Zemstvo offices mailed through the imperial post
but I did notice one or two extremely rare and
probably unique items bearing cachets of otherwise
unrecorded zemstvo postal services. I can only
assume that the buyer noticed these too... Two lots
of Zemstvo, Volost and other seals went for a
combined total of £610 (est. £120) underlining the
growing current interest in this field. John’s
sizeable collection of WW1 All Russia Zemstvo
Union correspondence was offered as a single lot
with an estimate of £4000. This, however, was way
off beam and this interesting assembly of erudite
material remained unsold.
In conclusion, it would be quite fair to say that this
auction has served to confirm the increasing
popularity of zemstvo philately, especially at a
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senior level. There is no doubt that something of a
mini-renaissance is in progress, with zemstvo
interest blossoming; particularly in Europe
including of course, Russia herself. This
phenomenon has also contributed to the crankingup of values and has called into question the ruleof-thumb pricing structure which has remained

relatively unchanged for several years. This, of
course, is a double edged sword as far as the
collector is concerned, but one cannot help
drawing some comfort in the fact that interesting
material of the utmost rarity is now starting to get
well deserved and long over-due recognition in the
market place

ACHAT----BUYING---KAUF
With

over

200

specialised

Approval

books

in

circulation to Russia & Related Areas collectors worldwide, I am always looking to purchase new material to
keep my Approvals fresh and interesting.
At present I particularly

need accumulations of stamps including:

Postmark interest Imperials; Unmounted mint Soviet 1923-45; All
Fiscals and Cinderella to 1940; Zemstvos; Forgeries and Reprints.
I also need covers including Soviet Air Mail to 1945; Zemstvo; early
Imperial; Russia used Abroad; Freefrank; Tuva and genuine post-1991
commercial mail in bulk (1,000+ items to one commercial address).

TREVOR PATEMAN PO BOX 12
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LEWES BN7 1AZ
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Library notes and reviews
George Henderson, Hon. Librarian
Our thanks are due to Mr Streboulaev for obtaining
for the library a complete run of FILATELIYA from
1990 to 1996, thus filling a gap dating from the
dissolution of the USSR. He has also augmented
our stock of maps with twenty sheets of the
geographical survey (from 1:1 000 000 to 1:200
000). Examples are Irkutsk Oblast, 1:1 000 000, 
which includes the whole of Lake Baikal, with
Irkutsk Okreg, 1:200 000; and Tuva Republic, 1:1
000 000, with Kyzril Okreg at 1:200 000. Along
with these are fourteen of the topographical
surveys in book format (1:200 000), an example
being Volgograd Oblast, with 94 pages and a street
plan of central Volgograd. Maps such as these can
be useful to those studying recent postal history of
Russia; a list is available.
From our friends in Lithuania comes the
Lithuanian postage stamps catalogue 1990-1998,
published by Antanas Jankauskas, PO Box 2022,
LT-3000 Kaunas. This lists the issues of 1990
1919 in great detail and continues with all issues to
1998; the text is in Lithuanian and English and
prices are given in US dollars. There is also a table
of postal tariffs from 1990 to 1998, including the
nominal values of NVI stamps.
Philip Robinson has kindly donated a photocopy of
a rare and astonishing find, a book published in
1919 and best described by its translated title:
Guide to the Far East, viz. Siberia, Mongolia,
Manchuria, China, Korea and Japan, including the
Great Siberian Route (Shanghai, 312 pages). Its
text pages, plus maps, street plans and a number of
interesting advertisements, aim to cover the
requirements of a Russian traveller to the area
indicated. Beside the usual railway schedules,
descriptions and statistics of places in each
country, there are some intriguing tables for
conversion of weights, measures and currencies.
Finally there are vocabularies of useful phrases
(with approximate pronunciations given in Cyrillic
characters) from Russian to English, Chinese,
Japanese and to ‘Anglo-Chinese zhargon’‚
including such gems as “Catchee carriage one
piece pony” and “He wanchee bath”. Given the
date of publication, this is a very remarkable item.
Another donation from Philip Robinson is a copy
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of his book, The Trans-Siberian Railway on early
postcards. With two postcards reproduced and
described on every page, the book progresses from
views of the railway under construction, the
bridge-building, the problems of crossing, and
eventually by-passing Lake Baikal, the
celebrations of the first trains arriving in various
towns and the magnificent stations which followed.
The book ends with a list of 28 publishers who
issued postcards relating to the TSR. This is a
delightful item for any railway philatelist.
We recently acquired a copy of Russian mail of
the monastic cell of St John Chrysostomos in
Mount Athos, by Aimilios D. Xanthopoulos,
published in Athens in 1968. This is a reprint from
the Greek Journal PHILOTELIA, numbers 405
409. It tells how the number of Russian monks in
Mount Athos increased during the last years of the
l9th century to a point where the then Turkish post
office was unable to cope with their mail and a
Russian postal agency was established. The author
continues to describe, in great detail, a group of
covers, mostly registered, sent from Russia to
monks or cells in the monastery. There is also a
nap of the peninsula showing the locations of the
various monasteries.
Another recent acquisition is the 4th edition of
Thomas Bryn’s “Trans-Siberian Handbook”
(Trailblazer Publications, 416 pages). This
describes virtually everything that a surface
traveller needs, with advice on shipping, hotels,
postal services, food and drink and etiquette. There
are descriptions - with street plans - of the cities
which can be visited en route, branch lines off the
main railway and details of the Trans-Mongolian
and Trans-Manchurian routes, with recent
timetables.
For those of us who have enjoyed the pleasure of
finding town postmarks of any of the Baltic states
dating from the `60s to `90s of the eighteenth
century, the article by Pekka Erelt and Ants
Linnard in EESTI FILATELIST 37 can create either
hope or despondency! It reveals how some twenty
letters have been found in Estonian archives, dated
between 1708 and 1710, bearing a ‘scroll’ framed
postmark of Pernau. How much now remains to be
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discovered in this field?
EESTI FILATELIST 37 also includes an article for
the 1990s collector dealing with the provisional
EESTI/10 kop/POST marks that were applied to
Soviet franked stationery during 1991.
Harry von Hofmann continues the revision of
“Lettland Handbuch Philatelie und
Postgeschichte”; now published is the volume for
the Ruble Period, 1918-1922. Not only has this
been fully revised and expanded but also the text is
now in both German and English. Collectors of
Latvia owe Harry von Hofmann a great debt for the
energy and expertise with which he has produced
these indispensable manuals.

These bogus issues represent a serious threat to
philately in general and to that of the Russian
Federation in particular.
The list below of the names of these "states" is
long, but probably not exhaustive.
A catalogue, with prices, intended for philatelists
has been produced and tries to create legitimacy
for these bogus stamps that are in other respects
well produced and with attractive themes.
We feel that this information should be made
known, so that philatelists know what they are
liable to be buying.
The countries:(French versions)

The following is translation of a letter from our
colleagues in France:
The Philatelic Circle France/Russie wishes to
bring the following problem to your notice, the
appearance for some time now of bogus stamps
bearing the names of “states” in the Russian
Federation.
The Federation is composed of 89 units
(Republics, Autonomous Regions, etc) which have
no power to issue stamps; this monopoly is the
right of the central authority, the Ministry of
Communications in Moscow.

Adyghei, Adjarie, Altai, Amoursk, Bachkirie,
Badakhstan, Bouriatie, Carélie, Crimée,
Daguestan, Evenkie, Gagaousie, Ingouchie, Juifs,
Kabardino-Balkarie, Kalmoukie, Kamtchatka,
Karakalpakie, Komis, Khakas, KaratchevoTcherkessk, Koriaks, l'Archipel François-Joseph,
Mariis, Mordovie, Nakhitchévan, Novie-Zemlia,
Novosibirsk, Ossétie du Nord, Oudmourtie,
Sakhaltne, Spitzberg, Tchouvachie, Tartarie,
Yakoutie

Used abroad chronicles
Bill Stoten
Articles which are written on the subject of
Russian Post Offices Abroad, no longer appear
regularly in any of the current Russian Philatelic
Journals, which in the eyes of the current Editorial
Committee, is a challenge. It is the BJRP Editorial
Committee’s intention to re-introduce the Used
Abroad Chronicle after nearly 27 years (Vol. 48
March 1973). Although some brave contributors
have produced one or two Used Abroad ‘notes’
over those long lonely years, time has come to put
the wrong information right and new information
in the right place.
The next issue of The BJRP will contain ‘Used
Abroad’ Chronicle XVII that will, at least, keep
up to date, information for new finds and even old
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finds (which have not been recorded). So, what we
want of course are descriptions, photocopies or
scans of previously unrecorded items, extensions to
ranges of marks previously recorded with respect
to Tschillinghirian & Stephens and in addition
pieces of outstanding interest. We will keep
records of what is reported to us and publish the
relevant markings and postal significance. It is our
intention to supplement the T&S series and if
enough material comes along, a part 7 appendix is
not ruled out. So, after many years of silence from
all you collectors of the fascinating world of
Russia used abroad, send your copies of items for
inclusion in the next journal as soon as possible to:
Bill Stoten, 2A Birkbeck Road, Enfield, Middx.
EN2 0DX, UK
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Reviews
ПОЧТА (POCHTA) - Issue 25 - January 1999

Journal of the Australia & New Zealand Society of
Russian Philately. 60 pages, softbound.
Subscription (two issues) NZ&30:00 (surface)
NZ$36:00 (a ir) Editor Dr Ro ss Marshall,
P.O.Box7, Otorohanga, New Zealand 2564. e-mail
Marshall.R@xtra.co.nz
I read for the first time, this journal from our
colleagues ‘down under’, the Australian & New
Zealand Society of Russian Philately. I enjoyed
reading through the 16 or so articles and reviews
making up the 60 pages. I was keen to review this
journal myself, probably because my sister and her
husband immigrated to New Zealand in the 70’s,
settling in Auckland, and my parents followed about
7 years ago when my father retired.
This is the ‘25th Anniversary Issue’ leading to
issue number 26, which the society promises will
be a ‘bumper’ issue heading the next 25. I wish
you all luck and success and look forward to
reviewing it. Before I move on to the content of
the journal, I am sure that all my colleagues at
BSRP will join with me in congratulating your
editor, Dr A.Ross Marshall on being elected a
Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of New
Zealand. A short write up of the event can be
found on page 24 of that issue.
The journal starts with the society’s
correspondence ‘‘Russia - New Zealand &
Australia’’. This is a regular feature of the journal
which discusses and illustrates mail sent to, or
received from Russia, the Baltic States, Soviet
Union or parts of the former USSR that is relevant
to our colleagues ‘Down-under’. It illustrates a
1974 letter from Moscow to Wellington, which
encountered some delivery problems, and a
postcard sent in 1914 from Nelson to St
Petersburg. We then move on to an excellent paper
that was presented by Norman Banfield (FRPNZ)
by invitation at the Congress of their New Zealand
Philatelic Federation’s 50th Anniversary on the
22nd November 1998. There are a few additions
throughout the nine or so pages to make it even
more relevant to Russian philatelists. It is titled
“Collecting, Researching and Exhibiting Postal
History”. Norman starts with a short introduction
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and categorises under the following headings,
Challenge, Definition, The Subject, Censor
Markings, Aviation Postal History and Collecting.
The latter half of the paper is devoted to the
importance of Research (and where some of this
information is recorded) and Exhibiting. These
points cannot be stressed enough, as they are of
great value, not only for the Novice but also the
regular Exhibitor. I recommend you all read it.
This fine paper is quite aptly followed by “ A
Personal View” of The Value of Philatelic
Literature by our own great colleague, Philip
Robinson, who stresses the importance of
recording ones own findings, so that fellow
collectors can benefit from the hours spent by the
individuals research. “Soviet Antarctic TripodType Datestamps” is the next article written by
Ross Marshall & Robert Bazika. This illustrates
with fine examples, and discusses the MK date
stamps and those from the Oazis, Pionerskaya,
Sovetskaya and Lazarev Polar bases. George
Werbizky’s “Zemstvo Mail Revisited” groups
stamp issuing and non-stamp issuing zemstvos
into an understanding of his findings. At the same
time he, stresses again, the need for more research,
particularly with non stamps issuing zemstvos that
forwarded mail ‘free of charge’, and stamp issuing
zemstvos that later forwarded mail free of charge.
Complimenting this are illustrations of nine covers
and postcards. Alexander Epstein from Tallinn,
Estonia produces yet another fine article on
“Military Postal Censorship in Russia in the Civil
War Years”. Seventeen or so illustrations of
covers and postcards, some of which have not been
recorded before, are fine examples of his studies of
the censorship. These cover the Regions under the
Soviets, Siberia under ‘White’ Government, North
Russia under ‘White’ Government, Ukraine and
finally South Russia under the ‘White’
Government. An excellent article for those who
collect censor mail. The next article by Ludger
Hovest of Germany studies an occurrence in the
stamp process, which could produce what he calls
‘Glued Paperwebs’. (I can add that his study
features the 6k value from the Soviet Unions 3rd
issue on Agricultural Achievements, issued in a
four-stamp set between February and July 1961.
There were 2 million of this value issued.) Robert
Gr e g so n i n h i s a r t i c l e “ T h e M a r c h 1 9 9 2
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Definitive of Azerbaijan” gives an insight,
accompanied with some illustrations, into the
problems encountered when former Soviet
republics, after the break-up of the Soviet Union,
begin to issue their own stamps and face the
problems of inflation and currency change during
the process. Sergey Chudakov & Pavel Floinsky
contribute “Pskov Local Issues and Forgeries”
with illustrations and Sergey Chudakov continues
with a brief on the “60th Anniversary of the City
of Korelov” named after Sergey P. Korolev the
founder of the Soviet Space Programme. A.R.
Mashall’s article “Yuri F. Lisjansky - Russian
Navigator” illustrates and explains the
commemorative issue of the first Russian-roundthe- world expedition of 1803-1806. Ian Billings’
“Russian Mail Stopped in its Tracks” records the
actions of Vladimir Artemchenko, deputy director
of the Zapadno-Sibirsky railways (ZSZD)
authority in Omsk. Sergey Chudakov then finishes
off with three more topics, “The Russian Report”,
“World Youth Games Moscow July 1998” and
“Oddities in Russian Post” illustrated by Post
Soviet commemoratives. The journal ends with
details about the Rossica Catalog, and reviews of
other societies’ journals.
Reviewed by Lenard Tiller
Rossica 131-2, October 1998 - April 1999
Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian
Philately. 226 pages, softbound. Subscription (two
issues) US$30:00. All enquiries to Gary A Combs,
8241 Chalet Court, Millersville, MD 21108, USA
Karen Lemiski’s second issue as editor is a double
number for October 1998 - April 1999 of no less
than 226 pages. It starts with an editorial on the
spate of forged material coming onto the market,
specifically computer generated, and warns
readers to tell others about disreputable dealers
who continue to offer questionable items. This
admirable sentiment should be endorsed by all
serious collectors and dealers.
The issue begins with an article from Dave Skipton
on the “Schlisselburg Prison Censorship Marks”
which cover the subject in great depth, with an
analysis of the known types and their use, plus
some grim data on the prison itself with several
photographs. George Werbizky then looks as
Zemstvo bisects with some nice illustrations, while
Jack Moyes offers a “Classification of the
Si mb irsk Magi strat e s Court st a mps” .
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N. Mandrovski suggests that two copies of Russia
No. 1 in major collections exhibited at the
Moscow International, each bear forged
cancellations. A second Zemstvo article from
George Werbizky continues the discussion on the
philatelic efforts of Postmaster Ganko at Poltava.
Hopefully, this subject will be further expanded in
the future. Philip Robinson writes-up a card with a
forged cancel of the Omsk Exhibition of 1911, and
this is followed by Jim Reichman’s study of the
reverse side of modern postal stationary from 1953 1997, which shows how to decipher the wealth of
information the printed text contains. Ged Seiflow
provides a guide to the detection of the forgeries of
the RSFSR second standard issue. This is a
reduced version of the text of Ged’s work included
in his Rossica Catalog of the RSFSR 1918 - 1923,
the first parts of which have already been
published. If you are not a subscriber already, then
you are missing a major contribution to this
period.
In “Weights, Rates and Routes Part 2”, Alexander
Epstein continues his survey of Imperial postal
rates complete with illustrations. Ingert Kuzych
risks reclassification of the Podillia tridents. The
author says that traditionalists might consider his
changes to be heresy. This may be true, but in the
minefield of Ukraine tridents, controversy will
never be far away, and the author should be
congratulated on his courage in confronting the
die-hards. Ivo Steyn presents some “Siberian
Surprises” including a theory about the 35/2k
Kolchak surcharge with the missing ‘5’. G.Adolph
Ackerman writes a long article on “Russia’s
Northern Sea Route”, which is lavishly illustrated
from a philatelic standpoint, with a text that covers
the history up to the present day in much detail.
George Shaw gives us an introduction to
“Collecting Soviet Stamps on Cover”, promising
an article on the difficult 1949 - 1953 period in the
next issue. E. Norman Lurch writes-up two
Siberian items while Jayseth Guberman attempts a
review of what is known of the issues of
Transnistrian Moldovan Republic. Val Zabijaka
tries to ascertain the status of modern Ukraine
Imperforates and encounters the same problem as
Guberman. Peter Michelove writes another of his
articles on the interesting aspects of Soviet postal
history that no one has looked at before. This time
he looks at the Batum-Odessa steamer route in the
1920’s - 1930’s with illustrations of four items
posted aboard ship. Finally, there is a message
from the Rossica President Gary Combs, which
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repeats the warning from the editorial, to beware
of forged material coming onto the market.
Reviews, Library notes etc., cover a further 28
pages, concluding another fine journal from our
colleagues in the USA.
It has been said many times before in reviews of
Rossica, that if you are not already a member, then
why not? I repeat it once more; no serious
collector can be without this journal.
Reviewed by Jack Moyes
The Post-Rider. No.43. November 1998.
Enquiries to CSRP PO Box 5722, Station “A”,
Toronto, Ontario, M5W 1PZ, Canada.
Another Yamshchik from our CSRP colleagues,
offering 88 pages of wide ranging articles with
something for everyone.
First things first, Zemstvos! And more “Zemstvo
Varieties” shown to us by George Werbizky
including nice Bielozersk (but shouldn’t those
suspicious 3 k. surcharge varieties have received
just a little finger wagging?) Alex Artuchov
continues to merge Schmidt with Baughman and
Gold in “Postage Stamps Issued by the Zemstvos”;
he has now reached Sapozhok; this is a useful
work for non German-speaking collectors and has
brought to light much of the previously
unpublished narrative and illustration from the
Baughman collection write-up. Over to Andrew
Cronin, for “Postage Due and the Triangular
Essays of Mount Athos” (funny goings-on by a
British army officer...) and then, into the dark ages
of pre-philately with Erling Berger: “Letters from
Europe to Finland via Prussia and Russia from
1819-1844”. Charles Leonard continues down the
same route, as it were, with “The Postal Treaty
Between Prussia and Russia 10/22 August 1865”.
Alexander Epstein tells us about “The Postal Rates
for Money Letters”, and later, offers a fine
historical perspective on the “Russian Field Post
during WW1”. Then, a rendering of the Mikulski
lecture on Postal Fraud in Tsarist Russia, which he
delivered during MOSCOW 97. Our dear friend
Leonard Tann continues the longest running
philatelic soap, entitling this latest episode “Some
More Notable Ovals”. Meanwhile, Transcaucasia
enthusiasts can enjoy exotic material in “Some
Aspects of Postal History in the Armenian
Republic (1918-1920)” by Arkadii M. Sargsyan.
Valuable information about “Postal-Telegraphic
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State Savings Offices” is offered by Professor
Ilyushin and two “show and tell” articles enable us to
increase our knowledge on “Mail from Russian
WW1 Occupation of Rize and Trebizonde”
(Alexandros Galinos) and “More Foreign Mail
from the Ukraine in 1918” (Robert Taylor).
Finally, a somewhat enigmatic title to an article by
F.Vanius, “The Riddles of Belotarske”, leads us
into the relatively unexplored territory of deepest
Tuva.
Add to all the above the usual “Philatelic Shorts”,
the regular features and Andrew Cronin’s sharp
interposed editorial comments and you have
another great number. Please keep it up!
The Post-Rider. No.44. June 1999
This issue is a full 100 pages, including a centre
spread of four colour plates. They serve to display
some world-class material from the Georg D.
Mehrtens collection and complement a new
translation of his earlier article, “Some Notes
about the Introduction of the First Stamp of Russia
and Comments about some Varieties”. As well as
the journal’s excellent regular features, there is
much good stuff on offer. This includes some fine
scholarly pre-stamp research by Erling Berger in
“Memel Takca 1822”, but judging by this
particular issue, one might, be forgiven for
thinking that Russian philately is about little other
than war. Alexander Epstein, in “A Postcard from
the First Balkan War”, links in with Andrew
Cronin’s “Russian Volunteers in the Two Balkan
Wars”. Later Epstein changes battlefields to
discuss “Further items of Mail from the Caucasian
Theatre of War.” The third conflict is the Civil
War, with Messrs. Kul’chitskii, Ustinovskii and
Forafontov presenting “A Mysterious Tête-Bêche
Variety of Blagoveshchensk/Amur” and Dr. A.M.
Sargsyan on “The First Issue of the Republic of
Armenia: July 1919”. Then, we soldier on to WW2
and another Andrew Cronin article on the “Usages
of the “Latvijas PSR” 10-Santimu Card.” Even
“Correspondence with Canada”, this time, shows a
cover submitted by Jean Walton from war battered
Byelorussia. Peace lovers need not, however,
despair, because all is delightfully quiet on the
Zemstvo front! Alex Artuchov has now got as far as
Shadrinsk and P.J.Campbell discusses the red
Bogorodsk banderol of 1869, truly “An Enigmatic
Zemstvo Item”. Meanwhile, George Werbizky
serves up the fourth helping of “Zemstvo
Varieties”. Keep it up, folks, zemstvo philately is
so civilised… We move on to two interesting
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articles penned by G.V.Andrieshin; “The Odessa
Border Office”, and, “Makaronia”; this latter piece
considers the possibility of a ROPiT office in that
small Anatolian fishing village. Still in the Levant,
F.Vanius tells a story about “The Stamp Exists, but
it was as if it didn’t”, and Derek Palmer shares
with us some “Items to and from Mount Athos”.
Professor A.S.Illushin gives a display of “More
Items of Postal and Historical Interest”, and then
ensures that Cinderella enthusiasts are not
neglected by turning to “Savings Cards for
Deposits with Stamps”. I must confess I had never
noticed “Soviet ‘Not in Effect/Invalid’ Cachets”
and, thanks to Robert Taylor, will henceforth keep
an eye open. Finally, railway philately; and
Leonard Tann, as always, who kindly shares with
us “Two more (of his) Outstanding Railway
Items”.
Congratulations are due and well deserved, this is
a strong and meaty number.
Both issues reviewed by Terry Page
Journal of Classical Russian Philately. No.2.
December 1998.
Enquiries to the editor: Dr.Ortwin Greis,
Bevenser Weg 2, D-21079, Hamburg, Germany.
Following the successful launch of this journal, the
second issue demonstrates the continuing
dynamism of the new German-based Society for
Classical Russian Philately. It has maintained high
philatelic and technical standards as well as
moving decisively into the global picture with
every article appearing in English as well as in
German. This is a great leap forward from the
summarised English abstracts of issue No.1, and
gives the journal a truly international profile.

Timo Bergholm, again with Greis, reveals the
unearthing of a fourth example of the rarest postal
stationery card (Michel P3); there it was, all the
time sitting in the Helsinki Postal Museum.... “The
Postal Use of the Town Post Stamp of 1863” is
discussed by Martin Siegler and Hans Dietrich
and accompanied by illustrations of two mouth
watering covers. Hans Dietrich takes up his pen
again to report on the highly successful “6th
Meeting of Russian Philatelists in Hamburg:
International Stamp Show on Classical Russian
Philately” which took place in November. Philip
Robinson entertains us with “An Oriental
Journey”, a nice study of a rather inscrutable
cover.
Alexander Epstein, in: “The Postal Rates of the
RSFSR for the Inflation Time 1918-1923 – New
Discoveries”
bravely takes on the received
wisdom of Karlinsky. Yet another demonstration
of the writer’s scholarship, marred only by the
uncolloquial translation of the title. Martin Siegler
then lends support with further comments on his
own research and in the “Correspondence,
Queries, and Answers” feature, RSFSR rates are
also the subject of a point made by the late Willem
de Jongh.
Finally, there are a number of literary reviews
including Michael Kuhn on Seiflow’s RSFSR
catalogue and Ortwin Greis on a range of
publications, including the journals.
A well-presented and scholarly journal; and if you
haven’t got it, do get it!
Reviewed by Terry Page

Paulo Bianchi starts with “First Cover with Russia
No.1” and the usual ‘was the date stamp not
changed’ argument is then taken up by subsequent
editorial comment.

German Journal for Russian Philately, Issue 70
December 1997, (in German)
Russland/UdSSR, Germany. 68 A4 pages,
softbound Published by Philatelic ArGe, published
once a year. Subscription DM50. Editor – Albert
Pflüger, Eckenheimer Landstrasse 13, 60318
Frankfurt, Germany.

“Zemstvo Stamps of Atkarsk 1871-1876”, Bianchi
once more, this time as co-author with Ortwin
Greis. The discussion of the first issue of this
district poses the question ‘Is this really a freefrank seal?’ (Surely the answer is “yes”;
nevertheless, the copy illustrated did manage to
beat all auction records for a single zemstvo
stamp…).

In an opening statement chairman Wolfgang
Heuberger covers recently agreed changes to the
Journal. Because of personnel and financial
constraints, it would, at present, be published only
once a year. Measures for the distribution of
additional topical information in a smaller format
were under discussion. Dieter Hollman noted that
the stud y group was celebrating its 25th
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anniversary and had a current membership of
about 200. The new editor, Albert Pflüger,
reported on changes that resulted when Dr Greis
relinquished the post of editorial co-ordinator. He
had agreed to be editor for this issue and was
prepared to continue in this role provided that a
new treasurer could be found. A familiar story to
BSRP and no doubt other societies!
The first technical article is Ivo Steyn's “Golden
era of Soviet postmarks 1924 – 1938”, a detailed
treatment of the subject, that previously appeared
in BJRP 80, 1996. In a short article Karl Lukas
traces the changes in the design of the State Arms,
that appear on many soviet stamps, from the
foundation of the Union in 1923 to its final form in
1956. There follows the first of a new series of
articles in which members illustrate previously
unrecorded errors on stamps from their own
collections. There are 17 errors in four
contributions from Norbert Kannapin and Ludger
Hovest, including “USSR stamps on glued
paperwebs”. Albert Pflüger poses a question that he
considers has not yet been adequately addressed in
“Soviet field posts in Germany 1945–1994. – A
blank spot in philately?” He reviews published
works on this topic and comments on the dearth of
information on usage outside ‘official’ briefings
and philatelic offerings. The secrecy of the
Russian military organisation makes determination
of place and date of use, and the de-coding of
censor stamps almost impossible. Information can
sometimes be gleaned from the subject on post
cards but this is not always a reliable indicator.
Four examples are illustrated and discussed.
In “More on the so-called Uman surcharge”,
Alexander Epstein applies his usual thorough
approach and comments on an apparent example
of a ‘Local rouble’ issue of 1920 described
recently by Siegler. By systematic use of known
postal history information he demolishes the
argument for the validity of such items and
illustrates another previously unknown example
that falls into the same category. As a tailpiece,
Siegler acknowledges Epstein’s argument as
welcome grist to the mill. Vladimir Šulc describes
in the “History and activities of the Russia/USSR
section within the Association of
Czechoslovak/Czech philatelists”, the founding
and growth of the society and since 1990, co
operation with the German Study Group. Manfred
Dobin looks at “A bogus St. Petersburg postmark”
applied to forged pre-adhesive envelopes and
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reported in earlier literature. The same postmark
had also been applied to manuscript cancelled
copies of Russia No.1 in at least two major
collections. Reference to such a postmark has
never been found in official archives.
Albert Pflüger contributed a general description of
items of Russian interest at “The Sindelfingen
Exhibition” and a summary of the major items sold
at “Corinphila 105”. Finally, in addition to reviews
of Russian journals, a listing of recent Russian new
issues and items of society news, there is an
article by Dieter Hollman describing plans and
progress for a fully revised “Michel catalogue of
postal stationery of East Europe”.
All in all a varied and interesting lot.
Reviewed by Dennis Page
The Baltic Area, Issue 33, December 1998 (In
Dutch) Published by Philatelists Group,
Netherlands. 71 A4 pages, softbound .
Subscription f 30. Editor – Sijtze Reurich,
Bremstraat 80, 6813 EN Arnhem, Netherlands.
Following reports of two recent meetings and
comments from the chairman of the group,
Alexander Epstein looks at “Postcard types of the
Riga Post and Telegraph District”. He reviews the
situation from the establishment of the Riga
District in 1886, through 1894, when the state
monopoly was abolished, to 1917. Privately
produced cards, mainly viewcards, followed the
basic state pattern, including the State Arms. There
are 15 illustrations covering the 13 categories of
cards, classified by points of design.
In “Christmas is coming … in postage stamp land
too”, Andre de Bruin details three charity
Christmas labels, one set issued in 1938 and the
others during WWII. De Bruin also looks at
“Latvia and the connection with HamburgWhilelmsburg” as a result of the acquisition of a
small bundle of letters with Ostland frankings. All
15 items were to female addressees living in a very
small area of old industrial Hamburg in 1942. All
came through the civil post from a number of
villages in the Viski area of Latgale and bore the
same censor mark. The recipients were part of the
war-time “forced labour” arrangements. An
enlightening and lengthy, but non-philatelic
account of the efforts to boost German war
production in this way follows. As the author says
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at the beginning, “Stamps are a mirror of their
time” and postal history items even more so.
De Bruin joins the group’s chairman, R W van
Wijnen in an article on “Returned post to and from
the Baltic States”, covering the periods before and
during the two world wars. This uses 27
illustrations that show a wide variety of frankings
and censor marks and an enlightening array of
reasons for return; these range from the mundane
‘Gone away’ or ‘Not known here’ through the
intriguing ‘Not permitted’ (for viewcards that, due
to their construction from three layers allowed the
possibility of the inclusion of secret messages), to
the dramatic ‘Fallen for the Homeland’.
Fascinating stuff!
De Bruin (again! – the chairman did appeal for
new contributors in his comments,) pursues the
topic of “Finnish postal stationery used in the
former Russian (Baltic) ‘Gouvernements’ ” Here
he examines the consequences of the loss of selfgovernment of the Finnish Postal Service in 1891.
Although he has found no items with adhesives, he
illustrates 7 of the previously classified 12 types of
imprinted envelopes, wrappers and cards. Most are
commercial, relating particularly to the Hanseatic
towns and to Narva. There are none linking with
Lithuania.
In the last article R W van Wijnen looks at
“Censor marks used in Latvia”. In view of the
history of the area in this century it is not
surprising that censor marks feature in postal
affairs. The three periods studied are the war of
independence 1920-1921, incoming printed matter
during 1926-1938 and soviet marks used from
1944-1946 and are illustrated with 13 examples.
The journal also includes some reviews of current
journals and Hoffmann’s latest Latvian handbook.
Reviewed by Dennis Page
Collectioner/Коллекционер
Issue 33
This issue, for those who can read Russian, is
another excellent contribution to our field of
philately, in addition to providing sections for
articles related to Numismatics and Cinderella type
‘Money’. Back to philately and the first article is
entitled “ Valery Briusov and philately” and leads
to excellent articles by L. Iljichev on ‘Meter
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postage stamps of Moscow’ (fine article and detail
of this subject).’Censorship post correspondence
in Russia’ by V. Kalmykov is followed by
M.Minsky's ‘Systemisation and edition numbers of
Zemstvo stamps of Soliamsk’. F. Zinko’s article
on his favourite ‘Russian Levant’ is followed by a
very detailed study of the Odessa post with
reference to the Odessa trident types 1, 2 and 3. by
N. Lukanev. Kh. Zakijan’s first issues of Armenia,
V. Bojko’s post chronicle of BAM and an excellent
article on ‘Express mail (Спешная Почта) by
I.Drushinin, are followed by two articles on
airmail, E. Sashenkov’s ‘History of airmail in
Jakutia’ I. Drushinin’s ‘Airline Irkutsk-Jakutsk’.
V. Olojz & V. Karlinsky’s ‘Cataloguing the set
“Pochtovaya Marka kop 8 kop (Почтовая Марка
коп 8 коп)”, V. Florensky & P Florensky’s ‘The
last provisionals of the USSR’ are followed by A.
Saardson’s ‘Post communications lines in Estonia
Part 2’. We finish off with B. Sinais & P.
Salanne’s ‘Occupation years: LVF-inconvenient
souvenirs’ and E.Sashenkov’s ‘Old Moscow
Postcards’ This Journal is well worth the read and
the ‘wealth of information’ it contains.
Reviewed by Lenard Tiller
Rossica Catalog of the RSFSR 1918-1923
G.Seiflow.
Rossica’s RSFSR catalogue is a very ambitious
project: - and this is just the first fascicle
consisting of an introduction and Sections 3 and 7
of the planned 30 sections. The ten-page
introduction (Section 0) sets out the classification
and catalogue numbering system to be used
throughout the catalogue series.
Section 3 deals with the Chainbreaker issue, the
first issue for the RSFSR, in considerable detail.
Indeed, some collectors may consider that too
much detail has been given to ‘fly specs’, but
without this information it is not possible to
differentiate the various printings of the two
designs; the 35 and 70 kopecks. These basic
stamps were in use in one form or another
throughout this period and later, well into the
Soviet period as postage due and tax stamps. The
wealth of information in this section is well laid
out and the classification system adopted for this
catalogue works well. The collector can easily
ignore what to him or her is superfluous detail and
study that portion which pertains to their own
collecting habits. Thus, when writing up a
collection, the numbering section can be simplified
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without leaving numerical gaps, however, the use
of four elements to uniquely identify a given stamp
(e.g. T349Da) is complicated. It is not always easy
to distinguish irrefutably two similar yet different
varieties, such as a double print and a partial
double impression, which can be present on a
single sheet of stamps of the Chainbreaker issue.
Section 7 skips forward to 1921 to deal with the
first definitive or standard issue. Here again the
varieties are well covered and this is probably the
best text to date in English to deal fully with the
scarce proofs and essays. For an index of the
overall content of this series one must go to
Rossica 128-9, page 9, but even here only the first
8 sections are sufficiently covered indicating the
huge task the author has taken on. One wonders
about the size of some of the proposed sections
such as Section 6; The First Provisional Issues.
This brings us to the question of cost, and at
$10.00 a section we would soon reach $300 if
current prices were maintained. The production of
separate sections has many advantages to the
author; not least, keeping the cash flow going as
work proceeds. It likewise helps the purchaser who
only needs to shell out $10 or so several times a
year. I think the author is over-optimistic in
planning to complete it ‘over the next year or so’.
My own 5-year project has passed through the 21
year mark and is unlikely to be completed much
before 2001/2, God willing.
The loose-leaf format is more of an advantage to
the publisher than to the reader and some readers
will object to this style of publishing. It has been
used before in the Russian Philatelic field with the
promise of easily added updates, but rarely have
these materialised; authors have tended to go on to
other publishing areas, or retired bankrupt! Maybe
the future lies with the Internet where one could

download just the revised pages one needs for free.
At least with initial loose leaf publication the
purchaser has a choice of converting to their own
desired storage format whilst the pages are still
pristine, or wait until future updates become
available and not be forced to endure a comb or
spiral binding; an anathema to many. Instant print
shops are now offering a cost effective hot-melt
‘easy binding’ for one-off copies with a card cover,
and there are many other do-it-yourself lay-flat
binding systems. Perhaps of greater future
significance to the reader is the knowledge that the
master copy of this catalogue is stored on disc.
Hopefully the whole work will eventually be
available to collectors on CD ROM along with
back issues of BJRP, Rossica, Yamshchik etc.,
and, of course, Pochta, the journal of the ANZ
SRP, which is already available in this format.
If this work has a shortcoming, it is in its attempt
to put valuations on covers with single, multiple or
mixed frankings, commercial or philatelic usage,
etc. Condition, postmarks, transit markings,
censorship etc. are such over-riding factors when
one gets into the postal history field that the author
would have been wiser to stick to what he knows
best: - the basic stamps and their varieties. To
adequately cover the postal history implications of
this period would treble the length of the planned
publication; the potted listing ‘On cover’ offered
does not do justice to the author or the subject
.Every effort at philatelic publishing in English in
the Russian field will be greeted with enthusiasm
worldwide. There is a great need out there. As a
catalogue, these sections are fully recommended to
be given pride of place on your Russian philatelic
bookshelf.
Reviewed by Raymond Ceresa.

Back Numbers

Back numbers of BJRP are available from the President.
Issues from No. 45 are available at £3 each. Contact:
Mr Alan Blunt,
Riber House, 13 Auden Close,
Osbaston, Monmouth, Gwent, NP25 3NW
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Obituary
W. J. de Jongh

On April 26th, while his last article was being
prepared for publication, Willem de Jongh passed
away, a few days after his 82nd birthday.
I first met Wim 15 years ago, at one of the
meetings of the Dutch Eastern Europe Study
Circle, and we soon discovered we had an interest
in the more tangled areas of Russian philately in
common. He had been a philatelist for most of his
life, and after his retirement from work in the pipe
industry, he formed important collections of China,
Russia (Imperial, Soviet and zemstvo), Mexico and
Hungary, among others. When I first visited Wim
at his home in Beetsterzwaag, I was amazed to see
his keen eye and systematic approach had allowed
him to identify varieties that were only known to
readers of the most specialised handbooks, which,
until I supplied him with copies for confirmation,
he had never seen. The two different sizes of the
1883-1888 issue, large and small perforation holes
in the War Charities set, the new, larger cliché of
the 15k Arms stamp – Wim had just spotted them,
and adjusted his immaculately hand-drawn album
pages to fit these little-known varieties.
While primarily interested in stamps, he also
formed a healthy collection of covers but it wasn’t
until his attention was drawn to the so-called
Second Numbers found on Russian mail to the
west prior to 1843 that he began to investigate
Russian foreign mail systematically. In the course
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of the next 8 years he and I had many discussions
about what these mysterious numbers could
signify, resulting in one joint article and many
articles by him alone, appearing in the BJRP and
other publications. With the help of friends in
many countries (of which Tony Speeckaert, Erling
Berger and Cees Muys deserve special mention)
most of the riddles were solved, and he turned his
attention to the more complicated “southern route”
for Russian mail abroad. This last article represents
his findings and demonstrates the breadth and
depth of his knowledge. Almost as a by-product, he
formed an outstanding collection of Russian 18th
century mail abroad, including some of the earliest
known mail to foreign destinations.
He was a warm, erudite and courteous man and a
loyal friend, and I will always remember the many
afternoons we spent together talking stamps or
whatever else came to mind, meetings at auctions
in Amsterdam, Hamburg or in the Dutch
countryside, and countless animated telephone
discussions about obscure aspects of Russian
philately, coinage, history, etc.
Our thoughts are with his wife, children and
grandchildren and we wish them strength to cope
with this loss.
I shall miss my friend.
I.J.S
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CORINPHILA SPECIAL AUCTION 5 DEC. '99

IMPERIAL RUSSIA -ZEMSNO
,
THE LEGENDARY FABERGE COLLECTION
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Originally formed by Agathon Karlovich Faberge, the famous jeweller to the court of the Imperial Russian family,
and expanded by his late son , Oleg , this collection has been highlighted in the latter's publication of 1993,
"Imperial Russia , Zemstvo Post"_ For the first time in philatelic annals, a collection of this magnitude will now make its
appearance on the market_ It is replete with unique proofs, largest known multiples, and combination covers, including
Japan and USA, both of which are the only such recorded usages .
Handbook catalogue (C HF 50/US $ 35 for European clients / CHF 70/ US$ 50 for Overseas cl ients (by Ai rmail)

CORINPHILA AUCTIONS Ltd.
Zollikers trasse 226 • CH-803 4 Zu rich / Sw itzerland - Phone +41-1-389 91 91 - Fa x +41 -1-389 91 95

TRADITION AND EXPERIENCE IN CLASSIC PHILATELY SINCE 1925

